National Coming Out Day"outs' positive images
BY KEITH TURAUSKY
Staff Writer
Students of IJPS joined the nation
in celebrating the sixth annual National Coming Out Day, an event
celebrating gay/lesbian/bisexual!
transgender (GLBT) lifestyles, on
Oct. 11. UPS's own Understanding
Sexuality (US) sponsored the day's
activities, which included an information table in the SUB and an
evening of entertainment in the Rendezvous.
National Coming Out Day gave
the sexual minority community of
UPS an opportunity to promote the
understanding of sexual identity as
well as to encourage gay rights. The
principle behind much of the event
was that simply knowing a homosexual, bisexual, or transgender individual can aid a heterosexual in
abandoning sexual prejudice and
homophobia.
The celebration of National Coming Out Day commemorates the
October 11, 1987 March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights.
At UPS, says Understanding Sexuality Co-Chair Geoff Bateman, the
focus of the event is to "promote
visibility" of the sexual minority
community.
"We can really make a point of
celebrating that we're not ashamed
of this... we want to build honest
relationships with our friends, peers,
and co-workers, sharing our true
selves," Bateman said.
Understandably, the majority of
the activity on National Coming Out
Day was not by those individuals

Shop-Rite robbed
Shop-Rite, the grocery store located at the corner of Union and 6th
Avenue, was-the victim of an armed
robbery late Wednesday night. According to the manager at the store,
it was a "Plain Jane robbery with no
heroics."
According to the manager, the
suspect came into the store just beforeclosing and waited until all other
customers had left the store. He then
proceeded to rob the store.
The manager would not comment
on what was taken.
—Tony Cesarlo

just now coming out as a member of
the GLBT community, but by those
who have already come to grips with
their identities and were ready to
help the rest of the world understand
sexual identity. Justin Miller, who
spent the day in drag, saw National
Coming Out Day as a way to express
political sentiment.
"I've taken the opportunity to bend
genderroles, because I disagree with
traditional gender roles and their influence in our society," Miller said.
Politics played a major role in the
symbols and phrases that decorated
the SUB information table. Participants proudly bore "Hello, I'm a
dyke" and "Hello, I'm a fag" stickers and "I'm pretty, I'm witty, I'm
gay!" T-shirts. Also in abundance
were the colored triangles worn by
homosexuals in Nazi concentration
camps, pink for gay men and black
for lesbians. These words and images, once used as oppressive devices against alternative sexuality,
are now being embraced by the
GLBT community and robbed of
their negative power.
Especially conducive to this process is UPS's Understanding Sexuality, through which sexual minority
individuals have come together and
empowered themselves. An anonymous ex-UPS transfer student returning for National Coming Out
Day noted that "UPS has one of the
most active and supportive gay communities in the Pacific Northwest.
Some universities in the area do not
allow this sort of open demonstration." US displayed numerous buttons, pamphlets, Xeroxes, magazines

and books discussing the comingout process, the need for support of
the sexual minority community,
popular misconceptions about the
GLBT lifestyle, and other issues of
importance to the GLBT community.
Throughout the day, participants
in National Coming Out Day distributed messages resembling business
cards to all those they came in contact with. The cards bore the message: "You have interacted with a
lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender
person. I share this with you to put a
face on who we are, and to help
break down stereotypes."
Another main focus of National
Coming Out Day is the presentation
of successful, prominent role models for the sexual minority community.
Student Greyson Mitchem commented that "so many famous gays,
lesbians, and bisexuals are not identified.., it's not fair for society to
assume that everyone is straight."
Famous individuals in history, from
Alexander the Great to Oscar Wilde
to Eleanor Roosevelt to J. Edgar
Hoover, have made their impact on
society while their sexual identities
have been obscured by the heterosexual lense of history.
After business was over at the
SUB table, US relocated to the Rendezvous for an evening of food,
games, and short skits. Members read
from poetry, prose and plays, often
in emotionally charged roles. The
group mixed a number of approaches
in the skits not only for
entertainment's sake, but also to il-

ALLISON HOFFMAN (left) and Regan Lane perform a scene from
Going Up by Julia Willis at the Understanding Sexuality celebration of National Coming Out Day. Students performed a variety of
skits and monologues dealing with sexual minority issues.

lustrate the many different life styles
which fallunder the heading of "Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender."
Ultimately, this spirit of diversity
and identity was at the heart of National Coming Out Day, for in the

words ofparticipant Linnea Wolters,
"even though sexuality is part of our
lives every day, today is a day where
we can stand up and say 'live with
this; deal with this—you love me
every other day, so love me today."

Construction aampens oens, punctuanty
BY DAVID FRANZEN
Contributing Editor

Campus life is no longer punctuated by the regular (and some may
say festive) ringing of bells. The
"bells" rang from loudspeakers in
the tower of the Library building and
announced each hour with a brief
musical interlude preceding chimes
which counted out the hours.
Campus construction is responsible for the silence. The Corilleon
Chimes (a brand name) sstern, an

automated device which generated
the chime sounds and played tapes
on the hour, was located in the Music
building, according to Tarun
Bhattacharya, Manager of Maintenance for the Physical Plant Department.
Student reaction to the loss of the
bells is almost, but not completely,
one of loss.
"I love the bells," Jim Courier,
senior, said. "I miss them like a dead
grandmother."
On the other hand, senior Vivek

Srivastavah said: "What bells? ...oh,
I don't really miss them."
"I miss them," senior Jenny Tenlen
said. "I didn't realize they were gone
until the second week of classes. I
was outside at about noon, and
thought 'where are the bells?' I
thought my watch was fast. The bells
were a great campus tradition, and I
don't like to see traditions end like
that."
Even one freshman misses the
bells. Jocelyn Roberts, who spent a
little more time on campus last Se-

mester than the typical perspective,
said: "they are an important facet of
student life. You could calculate
where on campus you have to be
when they begin to toll and still get
to class on time."
Alethea Daniels, senior, concurs.
"It's annoying because you're always late to class," she said.
According to Bhattacharya, at
press time no plan was in the works
to find a temporary site for the chime
mechanism and bring the bells back
to campus before this winter.
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If you had to rename Singapore, what
would you name it and why?
"Endonesia because there's
a lot of marijuana in
Singapore."
—Daniel Hughes,
freshman

"I don't know why it's
named Singapore, so I don't
know what I'd rename it."
—Pamela Troisch,
sophomore

Gallagher leaves position as director News
BY KATIE YOUNG
Staff Writer
Dr. John Gallagher announced that
he plans to step down from his position as Director of University Relations sometime during this academic
year.
Gallagher came to UPS in 1992
and is responsiblefor all of the external programs of the University.
"John has brought a new level of
professionalism to our various University Relations activities," President Susan Resneck Pierce said. "He
has also hired some splendid new
staff members and done much to
coordinate the activities of the
Alumni Relations, Public Relations
and Publications and Development
offices."
In thenext few weeks, Pierce said,
in a memorandum released to the

campus community, that she will
engage an executive search firm to
fmd qualified candidates.
"In the meantime, John will continue with all of his current responsibilities and work toward making the
transition as smooth as possible,"
Pierce said.
Among his other accomplishments, Gallagher served as Associate Vice President for University
Relations and Director of Development at Seattle University from 1988
to 1992, where he planned and managed a$55 millioncapital campaign.
Gallagher also served as Director
of Development at the Evergreen
State College from 1983 to 1988,
where he managed the first capital
campaign in the history of the College.
Gallagher could not be reached
for comment.

Debate team to host tournament
BY EUZABETH EVANS
Assistant News Editor

"I would call it UPS because
they seem more concerned
with the superficial image
than a general well-being."
—Paul Churchill,
junior

5 October through 11 October 1994
5 October 7:12 p.m.

A student reported the theft of several articles of
clothing from the laundiy room in a Residence Hall.
7 October 8:14p.m.

A student reported the theft of his bicycle from the
side of a university owned house. The bicycle was left
unsecured.
7 October 10:21 p.m.

Agents from the Washington State Liquor Control
Board visited a Fraternity while they where having a
party. Four students were cited for violating State
alcohol laws.
9 October 1:15 a.m.

The fire alarm was maliciously activated in a Fraternity.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of
Security Services
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The Debate Team kicked off the
year with a series of tournaments.
They competed last weekend in Spokane and will host a tournament at
UPS this Friday and Saturday.
"The team has done well," Glenn
Kuper, assistant director of Forensics, said. At the tournament last
weekend at Gonzaga University,
UPS representatives took awards in
five of the seven events in which
they were entered.
Paul Morris took first place in
Communication Analysis. Jennifer
Bohn placed third place in Informative Speaking. VickiHigby took third
in Impromptu Speaking. Partners
Karen Harkins and Keven Morin
placed third in Cross Examination
Debate, and partners Paul Morris
and Jennifer Bohn took third in Parliamentary Debate.
UPS will host both speech and
debate tournaments this weekend for
a "mostly Northwest contingent,"
Kuper said, though there will also be
several attending colleges from California and Kansas. The tournament
at UPS takes place nearly every year
in October.
UPS has "one of the oldest [debate] programs in the Northwest. [It
has] been going at least 60 years,"
Kuper said. This semester, about 15
students are "regular competitors,"
Kuper said.
Karen Harkins, a senior at UPS,
will compete in Cross Examination
Debate this weekend. This is
Harkins' forth year of involvement
with the UPS Debate Team and her
eighth year of involvement in Forensics.
Harkins praised debate for developing quick-thinking, an open mind,
and for expanding knowledge.
Harkins also enjoys interaction with
other debaters. "I think it's fun,"
Harkins said, "and you meet interesting people with a different take
on the world."
Harkins described her event, Cross
Examination, as "intense and needing a high level of commitment. "It
involves a great deal of research and
study," said Harkins, while Parliamentaiy Debaterequires less because

"the resolution is givenjust ten mmutes before you start debating."
Harkins and others on her team
have been pooling information on
the resolution they will debate the
entire semester. The resolution is
determined by the Cross Examination Debate Organization. This term,
"Violent criminals should serve a
harder sentence" will be studied and
debated.
"Debate should be a combination
of communicating your ideas effectively and proving your point with
evidence," Harkins said.
However, she said that is not is
what debate always is. "I think it has
become a lot of spew," said Harkins,
"with people saying all they can really fast for the sake of impressing,
not informing. Debate should be educational—you should walk away
with the feeling that you've learned
something."
"Once you know how to do it
right," Harkins said, debate "becomes such a part of you—you use it
so many ways every day. . . it really
becomes a passion." According to
Harkins, many of her teammates are
"going on to law school and using
their debating skills there." Harkins,
however, would "like to teach high
school and coach debate."
"The art of debate is so important.
There is a real need for [high school]
coaches whoknow what's going on,"
she said.
Kuper also spoke of the importance of debate, and that "it should
get more recognition" at UPS. "The
debate team represents the school
and should get recognition on par
with sports teams," Kuper said.
"The debates are open to everybody," said Kuper "and we'd love to
have interested people attend." The
events and their locations will be
listed in the SUB boardroom, which
will serve as the headquarters of the
tournament.
UPS also hosts "one of the largest
high school tournaments in Washington," said Kuper. Occurring the
first weekend in January, the tournamentfunctions to expose high school
students to the merits of an education at UPS, as well as being "a
needed service to the community,"
said Kuper.
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•At the end ofOctober, Singapore
will see a new radio station launched
by the Singapore Aimed Forces Reservists Association (SAFRA),
Power 98 FM. The new channel is
aimed mainly at full-time National
Servicemen (NSFs), Operationally
Ready National Servicemen
(N Smen), regulars and their families. There are about 300,000 NSFs,
NSmen and regulars in Singapore.
The station will present 18 hours of
news and entertainment programmes
daily. About four-fifths of its time
will be devoted to music from the
70s, 80s, and 90s. Power 98 FM has
roped in six DJs, all in their twenties, who have had stints at hosting
programmers, at private functions,
orinpubs anddiscos. Thisbrings the
number of Singapore's homegrown
radio stations to 13, 10 of which are
run by the Radio Corporation of
Singapore, and two others by the
NTIJC Voice CoOperative Society.
•REPORT FROM THE 12th
ASIANGAMES IN HIROSHIMA

Bowler Grace Young won
Singapore's first medal at the Asian
Games when she collected a bronze
in the woman's singles competition
onOct. 5. Sportswoman of the Year
Joscelin Yeo won a bronze in the
lOOm butterfly on Oct. 6. In doing
so, she rewrote the national record
which she set at last year's SouthEast Asia's Games from 1:02.22 to
1:01.62 in the fmals. In golf, Madan
Mamat produced the best card of
level par 72 in Round One to share
6th spot with China.
On Oct. 11, Dr. Benedict Tan secured a gold for Singapore after fmishing second in the Laser sailing
class race on Oct. 10. He is the first
Singaporean gold medallist at the
12th Asian Games, and Singapore's
first gold medal winner since 1982
when swimmer Ang Peng Siong won
the lOOm freestyle event in New
Delhi. Ben will receive $250,000
from the Singapore National Olympic Council when he comes home.
Ben said, "To be honest with you, I
haven't thought about the money at
all. I'm just relieved that the whole
thing is over." Ben attributed his
success to the four months he spent
in Europe training and competing
and the fmal tune-up he had with
American coach and sparring partner Nick Adamson.
•The first Sing aporean commemoration of World Mental Health Day
on Oct. 11 was a star-studded fest.
Singaporean celebrities such as John
Molina, lead singer of the rock band
Kreuger, and Gurmit Singh, host of
Live on 5 distributed 5000
margueritas at Raffles Place at lunchtime to celebrate the day of mental
health.
•Chicken is now the second most
popularmeatin Singapore compared
to fish (most popular), pork (3rd),
beef (4th), duck (5th) and mutton
(6th).
—Sundown Stauffer

College Bowl
begins in
November

rofessors 1 n proti"le: MEDIEVAL MYSTIC S
"

BY ZOE GOLLOGLY & KATHLEEN ODELL
Contributing Editors
Every day we attend class, leave class,fill in our daily planners— go
about our daily business as students; occasionally, we may comment on
the quality of a lecture or quickly visit during office hours. Rarely do we
stop to reflect on the independent academic pursuits of our professors.

While it's true they spend time planning lectures and grading papers,
that is only part of the fascinating spectrum of their careers. This
realization was the seed behind the creation of PROFESSORS IN
PROFILE. The series not only gives us a chance to spend time talking
with the faculty, but provides an opportunity for students to appreciate
the current scholarship of our professors.

DAVID TINSLEY

DENISE DESPRES

Associate Professor and chair of the Foreign Languages and
Literature Department

Associate Professor, English Department
INTEREST (AREA

INTEREsT (AI.& OF

OF Focus): Interdisciplinary Medieval Studies.

Focus): Medieval German Studies
EDUCATION:

EDUCATION:

Undergraduate:

Undergraduate:

Notre Dame-1979 (Graduated in the third co-ed class at Notre
Dame)

Colorado College - Major in Gennan/Russian, 1976
Graduate:

Graduate:

University of North Carolina - Masters, 1979
Princeton University-Second masters, 1982; PhD, 1985

Indiana University - Masters, 1980; PhD, 1985
i-ms sEMEs1R:
Honors 211 (Humanistic Perspectives)
English 435 (Medieval Women Writers)
CoURsES

Cousis Tins SEMESTER:
Intermediate German
Introduction to German Literature

CURRENT PROJECTS:

manuscript form. The edition provides extensive interpretation of
the original text.

•Essay on Cathanne of Siena's Dialogues, a mystic and activist
during the 14th century. The article will be published in "Prophets
Abroad" sponsored by York University.
•Co-authoring book on 15th century Irish Manuscript of Piers
Plowman, considered a radical to al 5th century English audience.
The book is currently being considered by three publishers.
•Also working on an independent book, Mary and The Jews, a
study of Medieval anti-Judaism. Prof. Despres has previously
published and presented various sections of her study. See the
most recent edition of Modem Philology on display in the Library.
-Prof. Despres has been invited to the meeting of the Medieval
Academy this Spring. She will present the conclusion of the
Plowman study along with co-author.

ON ACADEMIC succEss:

ON ACADEMIC SUCCESS:

"Drop Out on a regular basis. Take a break. Get away. Go
abroad. Work for a year. Coming back will make your education
more precious."

"Learn to write spontaneously. You carry your projects with you
wherever you go. I write everywhere: in my car, at the pediatricians office..."

CURRENT PROJECTS

•Article for Encyclopedia of Medieval Germany, on 15th century
German author Herman von Saschsenheim.
•Last May, Prof. Tinsley presented a controversial paper on the
mysticism of pain, focusing on Elsbeth von Oye, at the National
Conference for Medieval Studies in Kalamazoo, Michigan. His
research sparked a heated debate over the defmition of Mysticism.
Prof.Tinsley's work is crucial to the emergence of Mystic Elsbeth
von Oye.

•Currently working on a critical edition of the Treatise on the Ten
Commandments by Johannes Kunlin, previously found only in

Preparation from

featuring...
• 32 hours of in-class teaching
• fully proctored exam
• additional help sessions
• experienced instruction
• free application advising
• Price -- $395
Call now for more information
ontheLSAT, GRE or GMAT

Next GRE Class begins October 17
Nest GMAT Class begins November 22
Next LSAT Classes begin October 1,4,5,6

WANTED
"Gel" toothpaste users
for psychological study
earn up to $50 a month* just for
brushing your teeth!

Call 756-4909
'mUM sign medical rights waiver, illegal in mere state,

Learn about
VISTA and
Clinton's new
National
Service Initiative

viSTA

VOLU,ITnEPS IN SERVICE TO A!'.rtERCA

Student Campus Center Lobby
Information Table
1 0:3Oam-3:OOpm
October 19-20, 1994
Americorps*VJSTA is a one-year full time
commitment to increase the capacity of lowincome communities across the U.S. to help
themselves. VISTAs receive a living
allowance, health insurance, education
voucher, training, and an opportunity to
serve.

BY ANNIE HASER
Staff Writer
Students wishing to live the Jeopardy experience and demonstrate
their intelligence will get a chance in
UPS' upcoming College Bowl.
The pseudo-Jeopardy competition
will be held in late November, where
two teams of four UPS students will
compete in a 16 team round-robin
tournament. Questions will be of a
general knowledge genre, adhering
to a variety of subjects. All participants will be in the running for prizes
totaling $450, and each member of
the winning team will receive a free
meal at Subway.
Preliminary demonstration sessions will be held throughout October and early November to prepare
teams for the plethora of questions.
Many of those sessions will be held
during hall meetings.
Sign up sheets will be posted
around campus throughout the
month of October. Anyone interested in participating is welcome to
sign up.

CORRECTION
Due to a news editor error, the
Trail regrets that two mistakes
escaped our attention in last
week's article on Youth For Earth
vjronrnent"), The student working on the project is Erin Nell,
and was misnamed as Earn Nes.
was
lentutect as'.
zeng for a I-Tea hBay lheI
apologiies to

CALL

759-57 1 1 And Get One of our Terrific Deals

Below Delivered in 30 Mm. or Less - In Fact,
You Could Even Call

NAI<ED
$4.63
Med 1 Item
Pizza
Plus
1
Free Coke

NA

$5.56
Large 1 Item
it#Pizza
-

I
TIME

Plus
2
Free Coke

759-5711
Open Late Every Night
24Hours on
Friday and Saturday
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Apply for the Discover® Card
by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back
NO Annual Fee.
Look for applications and certificates on campus.

rim

(01994 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC.

1 1 21 94
*This offervalid for Discover Card applications received by 11/10/94, that are appr'ovod and enrulled bet ecu 2 21
Offer valid for purchases made by 3 31/95, Cash advances/balance transfers exc1rucr Uffer iimted to one eoonouaenot
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,
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THURSDAY

•Seattle Opera House sponsors
Lorrie Morgan, vocal chords
extrodinaire. Perfotmance at the
house (2nd& Mercer, Seattle). Tickets available through Ticketmaster.
Phone 272-6817.

•Professor Bill Lyne presents a
lecture: "Rotten to the Core:Rolitics
of Black Literature," as part of the

Year of the African American programs. 7p.m. in the Rotunda. FREE.

men will discuss how sexuality and
people of color issues affect their
lives and how they interrelate. Leeture begins at 7:00 p.m. SUB 101.
FREE.

1 9WEDNESDAY
• "Ghost Stories for Real" are
being told at the Metro Park Art
Center. Serious, sentimental and silly
tales. $2. 7:30 p.m. Reader's Theater.

2 OTHURSDAY
•Ly}e Lovett & His Large Band

performs in Seattle tonight. Concert
begins at 9:45 p.m. Tickets $24.50$34.50. 1308 5th Avenue, Seattle.
Phone 272-6817.
•Wayne Horvitz and the New
York Composers Orchestra West

perform at the Evergreen State College RecitaiHall. (Campus grounds,
West Olympia). $8-$12. Music begins at 8 p.m.

•Susan Clement, co-editor of

15SATUIMAY
• Chris Bingham & Hand to
Mouth, excellent Seattle based folk
rock performers. Chris and the two
performers will share the night. Antique Sandwich Company. 5120
North Pearl. Tickets $6 at the door.
Phone 752-4069 for more information.
•ASUPS Lectures presents Dave
Palione, an umpire in the major
leagues who speaks about his experience as a homosexual in the world
of baseball. Lecture begins at 8:00
p.m. Kilworth Chapel. FREE with
student I.D. card.

I 8TUESDAY
•Understanding Sexuality panel
discussion. A panel of gay Asian

;j0

iLU

Upstaging Big Daddy: Directing
Theater as if Race and Gender
Matter, will be speaking on campus

as part of the Theatre Department's
new program, Representation on
Stage, aimed at exploring race, sexuality and gender issues on stage. 3
p.m. Thompson 228.
•Seattle Folklore Society presents
"Songs from people who have been
around awhile"-40 years of performing and advocacy of environmental, women's, and people's
rights. Guest artist Peggy Seeger.
Great modem songs on survival, diversity and unity, family function
and dysfunction. Unmissable. Tickets $10 advance, $12 at door, $2
discount for SFS/seniors/kids. Info
& Reservations recommended. The
church at 6556 35th Ave.NE. Phone
528-8523.

I5Jf III

Adults $3.00
Nightly 9:00
Ni,m,,,,y 6:30
Sensors & Students
Matinees
Matinees
$2.00
Sat, Sun & Weds 4:00
Sat, Sun & Weds 1:30

MILK 13àrcë1onu
MONEY

Frual

Ticket., Va/id for One Movie Only

AW

•Dlstinguished Poet Series at the
Rialto Theater. Readings by Tesss

Gallagher begin at 7:00 p.m.
Gallagher is anotedNorthwestpoet
and the widow of Raymond Carver.
Teresa Bachman opening reader and
music by Orchestra del Sol. FREE.

Weekly Events

and Wednesday).
Barcelona (nightly 9:00p.m.,4:00
p.m. matinees on Saturday, Sunday
and Wednesday).

Music:
ANTIQUE SANDWICH COMPANY, 51st & Pearl St. 752-4069.
-Tuesdays: Acoustic music-folk,
blues, classical & jazz—open mic
night. 8-11 p.m. $2.
-Sundays: "Classical Sundays."
Donations.
BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC,
2508 South 38th St. 473-9111.
-Fridays: open mic. Various
sounds—pop, rock, folk. FREE. 8 10p.m.
4TH AVENUE TAVERN. 210 E.
Fourth, Olympia.
-Sundays: "Olympia Unplugged."
Live Music Society open mic night.
7 p.m.

Ongoing Events

Film:

RIALTO FILM GUILD, 310 S.
Art Exhibitions:
9th.591-5894. $5.
Bhaji on the Beach. "A must see;
KITTREDGE GALLERY on
a super intelligent comedy for rude campus. 10-4 p.m. M-F; 1-4 p.m.
girls everywhere." Sundays. Free.
Oct.1-Oct.31: Puget Sound FacBLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611 ulty & Alumni exhibition.
N.Proctor. 752-9500. $2 student.
Evening shows & Sat/Sun/Wed
TACOMA ARTMUSEUM, 1123
Matinees.
Pacific Ave. 272-4258. $ 1-$3. Times
Milk Money (nightly 6:30 p.m.; vary.
1:30 matinees on Saturday, Sunday
Oct. 1-Nov.27: "Asia/America,"

call: 1-800-KAP-TEST for
classes on campus at UPS

SEND YOUR PARENTS
TO THEIR ROOM
They'll love the view.

COMMENCEMENT BAY
Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175

L - - - _c

Festivals
•Earshot World Jazz Festival.
Oct.16-Nov.13. Legendary jazz artists Ornette Coleman plus Don
Pullen's African-Brazilian Connection, and many others are scheduled
in clubs and concert halls in Seattle.
Festival passes available with discounts, see newspaper Iistingsfor
more information. Tickets available
through Ticketmaster. Phone 2726817 or 547-6763 or 547-9787.
•Tacoma Film Society's French
Film Festival at Tacoma Little The-

atre. Quintessential Frenchfilms like
La Femme Nikita, Three Men and a
Cradle,MadameBovary and Cyrano
de Bergerac will show. October 19-

22 at 7:30p.m. Tickets $4. Call 7523329 for more information.

Enthusiastic, energetic and
service minded bussers,
servers, greeters and kitchen
employees wanted now at
the Old Spaghetti Factory.
Apply noon to 4pm at 1735
Jefferson (downtown).

higher score

KAPLAN

SEATTLE ART MUSEUM (100
University St.) 10-5 p.m. Tues.-Sun.
10-9 p.m. Thurs. 654-3100.
Oct. 1-Nov.20: Samuel Kress' collection featuring more than 50 works
including Van Dych, Tiepolo,
Canaletto, Goya & El Greco.
Oct. 1 -Jan.8: 'Documents Northwest: The Poncho Series: Nature
Studies."

the

great
scores...
get a

an exhibit addressing issues of bicultural identity in individual ways
through painting, photography,
sculpture & monumental installations.
Tuesdays are free.

Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more
information call:
- (206) 545-4155 ext A60891

Make up to $2,000-54,000+ per month teaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employers
provide room & board + other benefits. No
teaching background or Asian languages
required! For more information calls
(206) 632-1146 ext J60891
IESEARCH UIFONMAT1ON
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD
800510222
Or. rush $2 00 to: Research Information
1 13221daho rs # 2O5'.. Los Angeles, CA 90025
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La Fille Mal Gard6e
Bound-to-be-boring ballet packs a punch
BY MOLLY GRIFFITH
Staff Writer
It isn't often that I'm surprised by
a performance I attend. This may be
because of the concerts I choose to
attend. The conductor of an orchestra rarely varies
from the set program and never
jumps off the
stage into the
audience. I am
always aware
days before I go
to a concert of
what will be
performed and
who will perform it. Not very
much room for
surprise there.
Occasionally
though, a performance will kick me in my cynical, artsy butt. I went to the Australian Ballet's production of La Fille
Ma! Gardée on Saturday night expecting to be completely bored by a
standard performance of a standard
work. La Fille Ma! Gardée is the
oldest ballet in repertoire and is considered by many to be one of the
greatest classics of ballet; however,
the work is vacuous at best. Boy
(Colas) meets girl (Lise). Boy and
girl fall in love. Girl's mother
(Widow Simone) arranges an unwanted marriage for her with a halfwit. The half-wit and his father catch
girl and boy together, call off the

I

arrangement and girl and boy live
happily ever after. The sentimentality and cliché are overwhelming,
and the performances I have seen of
La Fille have been bland at best.
Until the end of the first act of
Saturday night's performance, I had
settled into my
cynical mode as
usual. And to
judge from the
small amounts
of applause, the
other members
of the full house
felt similarly
bored. But towards the end of
the second act, I
was suddenly
jolted awake.
On the stage
were about thirty
or so dancers
dressed as harvesters, dancing a
dance of celebration, a scene which
I had never seen done so well. The
dancers were skilled and precise;
every movement was right on beat,
every step was perfectly choreographed. But more than being merely
skilled, these dancers were so full of
vitality that I couldn't help being
drawn out of my atmosphere of skepticism. I was now fascinated. And so
I stayed for the rest of the perfor mance. Once the dancers of the Australian Ballet got a firm foothold, so
to speak, in their performance, their
skill and finesse riveted myself and
the rest of the audience.

On the stage were
about thirty or so
dancers dressed as
harvesters, dancing
a dance of celebration, a scene which I
had never seen
done so v e11.

PEASANT CELEBRATION. The Australian Ballet preforms La Flue Ma! Gardée, choreographed by
Frederick Ashton, at the Pacific Northwest Ballet in Seattle.

The Australian Ballet company is
barely thirty years, an age at which
most companies are still immature
and struggling; but the only indicator of the youth of this company is
the exuberance and freshness of the
dancers. They gave a technically
superb performance; the sheer
athleticism and dazzling precision
of the members was an enjoyable
experience in itself. Lisa Bolte, one
of the company's principal artists
and an Erik Bruhn fellowship recipient, did a marvelous job as the heroine Lise. Her dancing was flawless
and graceful; every one of her movements, mannerisms and facial expressions was full of beauty. She
breathed life into a traditionally flat
character, creating in Lise a girl full

Japanimation for the masses
A quick and dirty way to get to know the popular
arts of another culture.
BY KEITH TIJRAUSKY
Staff Writer
Hey, I've got a joke for you: what
has no arms, no legs and no head? A
policeman taken apart by a chain
gun in "The Bubble Gum Crisis,"
one of the action-packed cartoon series shown every Saturday by the
Japanese Animation Club of UPS.
Well, maybe the joke wasn't that
funny, but theidea was this: if you're
interested in seeing some cartoons
which have a higher-than-normal
amount of blood, nudity and swear ing, JAUPS might be for you. Now I
realize that gore, sex and profanity
might be considered "distasteful" or
even "inappropriate" in a cartoon. I
admit that I didn't think much of
Japanimation myself, but on assignment for The Trail, I decided to
attend one of JAUPS' weekly 5hour showings inMc 003 to see what
this intriguing art form had to offer.
Honestly, I was quite impressed.
What I didn't realize about
Jap animation is that there's actually
a lot more than just sex and death
(and, lest we forget, obscenity) in
these cartoons. Often, I found myself reeling to keep up with the bizarre plot twists and hidden secrets
of "3X3 Eyes," a series far too corn-
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plex to even begin to explain here.
I talked with JAUPS President
Jeff Schultz about the unique appeal
of Japanimation, and he helped me
appreciate the art at work in the
cartoons. The Japanese take these
cartoons as seriously as we take our

Those who appreciate Japanimation
may be few and
far between, but
they are a tenacious and devoted
bunch.
action-adventure movies; they're not
just for kids, by any means. Even
taboo topics inJapancse society, like
homosexuality, can be alluded to
without fear in animated stories. In
fact, animation is the primary form
of domestic entertainment in Japan
because live-action movies are too
expensive to make. In addition, you
can do a lot more weird and disgust-
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ing things with cartoons than you
can with real people. Unfortunately,
Japanese cartoons are hard to come
by in the States, and the growth of
the JAUPS collection has been a
slow and gradual one.
The club was started 3 years ago
and has persevered despite a small
membership base. Those who appreciate Japanimation may be few
and far between, but they are a tenacious and devoted bunch. Every
Wednesday, the club holds a members' meeting in Mc 203 to decide
what to do with their $5 membership fees. In exchange for the onetime payment, all members have
borrowing rights for the club'svideo
library. I can see how this would be
very helpful; I think I'll need to see
"3X3 Eyes" a few more times before it all makes sense to me. I
heartily recommend those with an
interest in animation or action to
attend the free showings; you don't
have to stay for all 5 hours if you
have other things to do, of course.
But all told, it's not a bad way to
spend a Saturday afternoon, and it's
a very good way to learn to appreciate the popular art of a foreign culture. And, just in case you forgot, it's
a great place to see lots of blood, sex
and dirty language.

of life, love and childlike charm.
Steven Heathcote, also a principle
artist, was quite good as the young
hero, the farmer Colas. Although at
times I got the impression that his
athleticism was overtaking his artistic sense, the scenes he and Lise
danced together were so well done
and conveyed the tenderness of
young lovers so well that the hip,
artsy crowd could be heard sighing
in unison. In fact, outbursts of sighing, laughing and clapping occurred
throughout the performance. The
dancers of the Australian ballet had,
by the end of the night, completely
won their audience over.
Finally, one of the aspects of this
production I most enjoyed was the
music; the score by Ferdinand Herold

is delightful, and it was executed
perfectly by the Pacific Northwest
Ballet Orchestra, under the baton of
guest conductor Ormsby Wilkins.
Even in the beginning of the perfor mance when the members of the cast
were tentative and performing sluggishly, the orchestra was kicking
some serious ass. I was obviously
not the only one who thought so; one
of the biggest bursts of applause at
the end of the performance came
when the conductor was called onto
the stage to take a bow.
All told, the experience was an
enjoyable one. The Australian Ballet and the Pacific Northwest Ballet
Orchestra took an uninteresting ballet and made it their own. Even the
world of fine art is full of surprises.
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Slayer
Divine Intervention

BY ERIKA GEBOW
Music Reviewer

"AYriter's Corner
Wony ¶TKushner
Tony Kushner, Pulitzer prize-winning playwright of Angels in America,
started his life in Lake Charles, Louisiana. He now resides in New York
City, where his two-night, seven-hour epic made its ground-breaking
splash on Broadway. Angels in America (Part 1: Millennium Approaches
and Part 2: Perestroika) saved Broadway from a future of endless musical
theater.
Kushner calls Angels in America a "Gay Fantasia on National Themes."
Its subjects include AIDS, true love, the Church of Jesus Christ and Latter
Day Saints, Reaganomics, the end of the cold war, Ethel Rosenburg and the
McCarthy hearings, Roy Cohn and, by extension, the experience of being
gay in American society and the process of coming out.
Angels in America was commissioned in 1987 by the Eureka Theatre in
San Francisco. Kushner knew he wanted to write about Roy Cohn, AIDS
and Mormons. Roy Cohn was an extremely bigoted and closeted power
broker in Washington D.C. Kushner explores his icon statu in the gay
community: "how can one of us be so bad," he asks. Kushner infused the
subject of Mormonism into his play because it has a quintessentially
American flavor.
Kushner's other works include A Bright Room Called Day, Slays! (or
Thinking About the Longstanding Problems

of Virtue and Happiness).

Kushner received a 1990 Whiting Foundation Writers Award. Millennium
Approaches won The London Evening Standard Award, a New York's
Drama Desk award, a Tony Award and the Pulitzer Prize.
—Sara Freeman

Quiz Show
Robert Redford
BYJENNIFER WONG
Contiibuting Editor
•Only Tim Burton could have cartied off the story of Ed Wood, popularly known as the worst director in
history, successfully. Wood, an eter nal optimist and bad-taste enthusiast, was also a transvestite obsessed
with angora sweaters. An interesting character, to say the least.
Johnny Depp, in his first role in
years in which he has to speak coherently, plays this eccentric character
convincingly, striking a balance between an obsessive eccentric off in
his own world and a charismatic,
resourceful figure always able to
raise themoney tomakehisfilrns. At
one point, Wood talks his landlord
into making the Baptist Church fund
his latest "guaranteed blockbuster,"
Plan 9from Outer Space. To do this,
Wood talks his entire cast and crew
into getting baptized.
He also talks an over-70-year-old
Bela Lugosi (Martin Landau) into
fighting with a prop octopus in a
freezing pond in the middle of the
night. This is after he talks his crew
into breaking into a major movie
studio's prop room.
As in Burton's previous projects,
like Edward Scissorhands, the humor is understated, though completely original. He delights in the
bizarre and skillfully chooses the
most interesting aspects of Wood's
life to highlight.
Though Wood and his quirky be-

"When I was beginning work on
Angels in America, the AIDS Me-

morial Quilt was first displayed. I
found a panel someone had stitched
for Roy. It reads, in stark blackand-white: 'Roy Cohn - Coward!
Bully/Victim."
"Like the United States itself, the
Latter Day Saints have only the
most recent of histories; and like
the history of the U.S., it's marked
by myth-making, migration and
bloodshed."
"AIDS reminds us, I think, that
compassion has to do with passion,
that health care is a political issue
and a human right and that thepolitics of nursing, of love, are much
neglected and under-theorized."

What Happened Was
Tom Noonan
Ed Wood

havior dominate the movie, Landau's
Lugosi, an aging, morphine-addicted
has-been, adds a sober reminder of
how destructive Hollywood can be.
Lugosi is living off his Dracula
memories and pathetically jumps at
the chance to be in Wood's B-flicks.
The interactions between Wood and
Lugosi show the best aspects of
Wood's character, especially his self-

Johnny Depp, in his
first role in years in
which he has to
speak coherently,
plays this eccentric
character convincingly.
less generosity.
The film is shot in black-and-white
(which gives Burton the perfect opportunity to get in ajoke about colorblindness). The rest of the cast, who
portray Wood's eclectic band of
hangers-on wifh enthusiasm, includes Sarah Jessica Parker, Patricia
Arquette, Jeffrey Jones, Lisa Marie
and Bill Murray.
•In his debut directorial effort,
actor Tom Noonan doesn't quite
succeed, but shows a great deal of
promise.

Tim Burton
WhatHappened Was should prob-

ably have been produced on stage
rather than on film. The entire film
takes place in one apartment, and
only two actors (Noonan and Karen
Sillas) are involved.
Jackie (Sillas) invites Michael, her
co-worker at a law firm in Manhattan, to her apartment for dinner. As
the date progresses from nervous
small talk to honest confession, the
details of their childhoods, their work
and their many psychological hangups come out in the open.
It is an interesting idea, well worth
watching for a few moments of brilliance: when Jackie reads aloud a
children's story she has written, for
instance. The tense, difficult conversation is also well executed. But
the story drags in places, and often
becomes repetitive. And Michael is
one of the most pathetic characters
ever to appear on screen.
The film is intense, difficult and
ultimately pessimistic. But Noonan's
determination to stick to realism
bodes well for his future productions.
•Quiz Show is not the scathing
attack upon television that it is touted
to be, nor is it the life-changing experience that it was for Soren Anderson. Rather, it is a well-made, expensive film which tells the story of
the fraud of the quiz show TwentyOne in the 'Fifties.
There is lots of heart-stopping
drama, with long pauses in which we
all wonder: "Will this character

tually, whenever there aren't any
vocals, the music is actually o.k.,
generally speaking. I am not saying
I hope I never encounter a Slayer that the music is brilliant, but
fan on a dark street. I came to this comparatively ... it's not bad.
But then, all the songs sound the
conclusion when I opened the CD
cover and saw bloody arms with the same. I couldn't tell 'ya if the song
word Slayer freshly carved into them. playing was "Sex. Murder. Art." or
I wanted to run in fright. There are "Serenity inMurder." They're allso
skulls and bones on the cover that negative, and all they do is create
werehorrifying to
hate. How
an innocent like
T
r,Ihr
4
c,-....i
could anyone
I LLI1 a_LI uti v KM
a
me.
like something
I really feel
that makes
sorry for the lead
them feel like
singer of Slayer.
crap?
He must have a
The only
really sore throat
(semi) high
after screaming
point of the
the way hedoes in
whole CD was
Slayer songs. His
the
nice
evil scream sends
melody in"Seshivers up my
renity in Murspine. I feel that
der." Other
this would have than that, I feel
been a more widely accepted CD if sorry for R.E.M., an incredibly dehe would have been given voice les- cent band who had to share their CD
sons at sometime in his life. My release date with this psycho, murgrandma sure as #@$$ isn't going to dering band.
buy this lovely CD.
In sum, the CD was awful. I
The songs on this CD are so fast couldn't listen to it without wanting
and loud; they are perfect for head to cry. The only thing this CD inbanging. I can just imagine the spires is hate. I 9uldn't understand
amount sore necks that creep out of the words, but the music was delia Slayer concert. nitely angry. Slayer is venting their
In one, or two, of the songs, when anger through music, and the kind of
the band isn't just ramming on their anger generated on Divine Intervenguitar, there are moments of music. tion is so potent that it could kill.
All I have left to say is," Does
But these moments are very rare. I
might be a wee bit presumptuous anyone want a free Slayer CD?"
This CD isn't even remotely
when I say this, but some of their
guitar "tiffs" even I could play. Ac- cheesy, it just sucks!

the lead singer of
Slayer. He must have
a really sore throat
after screaming the
way he does in Slayer
songs.

t

Metef

I CD—So cheesy you can't listen to it without crackers.
2CDS —Does anyone think people will actually listen
to this?
3CDS —isn't memory edit great?
4CDS - Who needs Gal orade when you have this for
refreshment?

cheat, or won't he?" There are also
several long courtroom scenes reminiscent of A Few Good Men, The
Untouchables and every other good-

and-evil witch hunt drama on the
market.
The story is not about television,
or even really about corruption, but
about the three or four characters
who form the center of the story.
Herbert Stempole (John Turturro)
bitterly tries to bring the show to
justice after being forced to "take a
dive." Charles Van Doren (Ralph

Fiennes, who really struggles with
an American accent) is the clean-cut
professor who beats Stempole. Rob
Morrow plays Dick Goodwin, the
investigator who researches the story
and brings up all the pressing moral
issues.
This is a big film, and has lots of
big money and big names (director
Robert Redford) behind it. But the
mainstream tendency to exaggerate
the facts and to put things in blackand-white, good-and-evil terms diminishes its believability.

Right: Harvey
keitel stars in
Quentin
Tarantino's latest,
Pulp Fiction,
which opens
Friday, October
14. Jen says go
see it.
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800 Years of
Women 's Letters

The Happy Dragon
31118 Sixth Avenue
BY LEIGH-ANN SANTILLANES
Restaurant Reviewer
The newest place to go and satisfy your urges for Chinese food is
the Happy Dragon. The Happy
Dragon has been having a grand
opening since July 25th of this
year... the hours are MondayThursday 11:00 am to 9:00 pm,
Friday 11:00 am to 9:30pm, Satur day 4:00 pm to 9:30 pm and Sunday 4:00 to 9:00 pm. The menu
features Hunan, Mandarin, and
Szechuan cuisine so there is a huge
variety of food to choose from.
Now, it was with much trepidation that I got up the courage to go
to this fledgling restaurant because,
by word of mouth, I had heard that
it was not really up to par. That is
why I never trust other people's
opinions.
The Happy Dragon used to be a
seafood restaurant, but the only visible reminders of those days are the
blue benches with ship rope wound
through them. The restaurant's
decorations are abundant, including the authentic red banners that
are inscribed with the Chinese symbols for "Good Luck" and "1-lappiness." Hanging in the windows are
red plastic figures (like light gels
for theatet productions) of squirrles,
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4BY ZOE GOLLOGLY
A&E Assistant
It was an utterly spontaneous
decision - which is why almost
anyone can take this trip. The four
of us piled in the beat up VW bug,
clambering for shotgun, knowing
we had a two-hour drive ahead.
Minutes before, I was clomping
around in my hiking boots and
gortex ready to hike up Mount
Rainier amidst fog and pouring
rain. Determined to leave Tacoma,
someone suggested a road trip instead of hiking. We only had to
think of cosy pubs, steaming hot
chocolate and huge pints of beer
before our decision was made - we
were leaving the country.
Victoria, B.C. is often referred
to as "little England." Cobblestone
streets, Gothic architecture and
lilted accents are inevitable reminders of Canada's mother country.
The Canadians have similar personalities to the English, friendly
but reserved, with a strangely dry
sense of humor. Attempts at conversation will be politely deferred,
in order to meet native Canadians,
one must venture to their social
institution: the Pub. Here a friendly
conversation can flourish with the
help of good brew.
Besides quality nightlife,
Victoria also offers plenty of day-
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fish and dragons. There are prints
and panoramic scenes of horses,
landscapes and average Chinese
daily life; but the most impressive
of the decorations is a peacock with
the majority of its plumage made of
one dollar bills.
One neat point: they had
flouresent yellow and pink lighting, and now I'm going to install
some in my room because it provides a really cool effect. One word
of caution though: if you really
can't stand Muzak, tune it out at the
Happy Dragon. I spent the whole
meal playing "Name that Tune"
with the Muzak and I only missed
once.
As I said, the menu at the Happy
Dragon is extensive. Because this
is a restaurant, rather than a fast
food place, they have restaurant
prices. You can tell it's a restaurant
when it has the "please wait to be
seated" sign out when you first
come in the door. The cheapest
item on the menu is the crispy vegetable spring roll at $1.15 and the
prices go up to $11.50 (per person)
for a two person combination. Because I work on a limited budget, I
decided on a relatively affordable
combination. The number two
combo is $6.95 and it comes with
soup, spring roll, sweet and sour

Olga Kenyon
pork, almond chicken, B.B.Q. pork
fried rice, fortune cookies and tea.
The first thing the waitress brought
was tea, which was nice because
the day had been cold. Our dinners
came about ten minutes after we
had ordered, and that gave us the
right amount of time to eat our
wonton soup.
The wontons were good. I could
not tell what was in the wontons,
but the broth was avery rich beefyonion flavor - that was a good
thing because two of the items were
not exactly flavorful. Bland would
be a more appropriate term. However, the spring roll was delicious.
The combo ofcarrots, cabbage, onions and more was great. Sweet
and sour pork is always my favorite, so that was great too - it had
pineapple in it. It's just that the rice
and almond chicken were very
bland. The rice had veggies and
pork in it but it was just not resplendent with enough soy sauce or other
tastes. Other than the flavor, the
dishes were good, but for the unadventurous palate. All in all, it was
a better meal than I was expecting.
The service is fast and polite and
they are always willing to talk about
the big headed goldfish that they
keep in the waiting area.

1oad1-rip 1-o L1H1e Eti9land
time activity. Rent a scooter for the
day ($30) or by the hour, and whip
about the city exploring nooks and
crannies impossible to see through
public transportation.
Getting there: Drive to Anacortes
(up 1-5, you'll see signs) and head
onto the ferry. The ferry ride costs
a reasonable $12.00 for an incredible hour and 1/2 (bring warm layers) of soothing ocean sounds. The
ferry is equipped with full snack
bar (although prices are slightly
extravagant).
After passing customs, take a
left off the boat onto Wharf Street
& head straight until Yates Street.
Take a right, and the International
Hostel will take care of everything
from there. Besides bed & breakfasts, traveler's lodging is available ineitherof Victoria's two wellknown hostels: the International
Hostel or the Cat'sMeow. Remember - if you don't want to be left
with checking into the Empress for
$150 a night or sleeping on the
closest park bench, make prior reservations. The International Hostel
is located in the heart of the city,
close to shopping, the wharf and
nightlile. It costs $18.50 per person
(less with 11-IA-member card). A
firm second choice is the Cat's
Meow, run by a burly Canadian cat
lover who calls herselfDianne. She
should be waiting for you on the
brown velour couch. Slightly
cheaper at $12.00, but further out
of town. The most attractive part
about the Cats Meow - no curlew
(lB closes doors at 3:00 a.m.).
An alternate option for getting to
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Victoria is to drive up I-S and
across the Canadian border (thus
going through customs there) and
follow the signs to Tswassen.
There you'll board a ferry for
Schwartz Bay (This ferry is
slightly more expensive, but runs
every hour on the hour and you
don't have to make reservations
like you have to at Anacortes.)
Once you unload at Schwartz
Bay, you'll be dumped onto the
highway that takes you on a twenty
minute drive down Vancouver Island Peninsula to Victoria.
You'll enter Victoriaparallel to
Government Street. In the area off
Government Street and Belleville
Street, there are many B&Bs that
are quite wonderful if you are willing to pay the price.
Tea at the Empress Hotel ($18
per person Canadian) is not to be
missed. It's enough food for a
whole meal. Also, be sure to see
the Parliament Building at night:
it's alight with thousands of tiny
white lights. In the down-town
area adjacent to the wharf, there
are plenty of wonderful restaurants and bookstores.
If you come by route of
Schwartz Bay, as you leave, it's
quite easy to take a detour and see
the world-famous Butchart Gardens (best done, of course, in the
Spring and Summer).
Victoria is a truly international
city with more delights packed in
per square inch than any place
within a day's journey. So hit the
road for a little taste of Merry Old
England.

Penguin Books, 1992, $11.95
on many issues, from personal to
public; to explore psychological
problems, often with wisdom and
insight, before counseling was
Dear Readers,
thought of ; to keep in touch, before
the days of the telephone or cheap
I know that beginning makes me
travel; to offer love and express
sound a bit like a Victorian novelcaring."
ist, but this form suits the book I'm
Clearly, there'smanyreasons for
reviewing, gentle readers, so here it
writing letters: but what are the
goes. I'm writing to you as if I were
reasons for reading them? Kenyon's
writing a letter to a friend. I do,
book showcases the delight that
actually, write letters to my friends,
comes in being taken into confiin spite of the fact that it's a dying
dence. There's a pleasure and a
art. Everybody loves getting letters
vindication in knowing women's
in the mail, so I oblige them.
candid opinions on their lives, their
Letter writing, then, and letter
position, their state in society.
writing particularly as a woman's
Kenyon includes letters from a nineart, is thesubjectofKenyon'sbook.
teenth century middle class French
It's a lovely book because it brings
girl responding to her fathers corntogether the thoughts and voices of
ment that she is far
a great diversity
too morose as she
of women:
bemoans the conwomen from
stricting pressure
different times,
to bemarried soon.
different races,
There are also letdifferent classes
ters from Lady
air surprisingly
Wortley Montagu
similar concems
(a fascinating and
in their letters.
witty writer) from
Accordingly,
the medieval
the book is diPaston estate vided into secwhich was often
tions delineated
run by Margaret
by the subjec
Paston or her
women wrote
daughter-in-law,
on: Friendship,
Margery, and letand
Love
ters from
Sexual Passion,
Caroline Norton (granddaughter of
War and Alleviating Suffering,
the playwright Sheridan) writing to
Travelers and Traveling, Marriage
Queen Victoria in 1855 saying "A
and Childbirth.
married woman in England has no
Kenyon makes the case for letter
legal existence."
writing as a literary genre: one that
One of the greatest strengths of
is an especially palatable way for
Kenyon's book is the dazzling arpeople of our time to experience
ray of women she includes in her
the past because of its direct and
collection: real woman, speaking
sometimes colloquial language,
in their own, confident, voices.
refreshing subjectivity and gener
Heloise graces the pages, as does
ous detail about personal thoughts
Aphra Behn, Jane Austin,
and personal life. Kenyon chooses
Hildegarde of Bingen, Edith
letters that make history come alive:
Wharton, George Eliot, Geraldine
Florence Nightingale writes about
Jewsbury, Jane Carlyle (wife of
the Crimean War, Mary
Thomas) and the Spanish poet
Wollestonecraft writes about the
Rosalia de Castro. But Kenyon
French Revolution. There are letbends over backwards to include
ters from women living through
letters from many women who were
great events: an American woman
not necessarily literary greats,
writes to her husband who has enwhose names do not resound in our
listed to fight in the American Revoears with fame. Everyday women
lution, Emily Hobhouse writes
in love, teaching school, raising
about the Beer War, Emily Eden
children, working at their marriages
writes from colonial India, Marina
and missing the conversation of a
Tsvetayeva writes about Stalinist
beloved sister or their mother.
Russia during the Second World
Kenyon's literary and feminist
War and St. Teresa writes about
theories
in her introduction and
how to start a convent.
appendices are interesting, but the
But letter writing has been the
heart of the book is the letters. The
domain of women because, above
authors of the letters become the
all else, it allows women to keep up
reader's
friend. You miss them,
contact. Kenyon lists the functions
and
their
honesty and compassion,
of female letter writing: "to inform;
when you finish the book. It broadto instruct (children,evenmonarchs
ened my sense of women's history,
at times); to entertain family and
opened my mind about literary
friends with descriptions of society
forms and renewed my faith in coror daily life (by writers as amusing
respondence. 800 Years ofWomen' s
as Madame Sévingé and Fanny
Letters is well worth reading.
Burney); to keep up relationships
(a female quality) - - , to give advice
BY SARA FREEMAN
A&E Editor

There's a pleasure
and a vindication in
knowing women's
candid opinions on
their lives, their
position, their state

in society.

Sheer craziness with
Robyn H itchcopk in Ballard
BY TODD STARKWEATHER
Contributing Editor
Robyn Hitchcock is a fucking
nut. Now, I mean this in the nicest
possible way. Really, I do. But it's
true. Mr. Hitchcock, owner of a
long and distinguished musical career, has absolutely no conception
of reality. Trying to view the world
through the eyes of the ever eclectic Robyn is like looking through a
kaleidoscope. You don't know what
the hell is going on, but you can't
help enjoying it. I realize that I
must produce some wildly fabulous stories of Hitchcock's
kookiness, but first, an amusing
anecdote about the evening I happened to witness the British madman.
I was never supposed to see him
in the first place. I traveled up to
Seattle in hopes of catching John
Cale, a founding member of the
Velvet Underground, at Under the
Rail. Due to unknown circumstances Mr. Cale canceled. Formnately, Robyn was playing the exact same night at the Backstage in
Ballard. Before my friend and I
could see Hitchcock, however, we
had to discover the hidden paradise
known as Ballard. A kind hearted
7-1 1 clerk gently told us that, "Right
now, you are een dees hellhole, to
get to Ballard, you mus' take thees
road, and then you will be in thees
hellhole."Onthatnoteofoptimism,
we headed off to the best little
hellhole in the Northwest to see the
kookiest man from the East side of
the Atlantic.
An abundance of empty seats the
Backstage was not. I could never
quite tell whether this bar, which
only carried three beers on tap, attracted the patrons or whether
Robyn's presence brought the

Ballard community outofthe woodwork.
Robyn took the stage after some
mediocre opening band mercifully
ended their set. I always knew that
Robyn was off-kilter, not quite right
in the mind. I had seen him in an
interview confess that he had been
in a mental institution for being
incomprehensible and incoherent.
His treatment? Doctors limited him
to using only five words a day.
Here is a sample sentence Robyn
said he would employ while in the

Robyn Hitchcock is
a fucking nut. I
mean this in the
nicest possible way.
Really, I do.
institution: "Hello Dave, orange."
Yeah, a pretty strange guy for all I
knew. Yet I was still unprepared
for what I witnessed.
Robyn, guitar in hand and dressed
in clothes from 1982, waltzed onto
the stage with a roar of applause
flooding the building. He then proceeded to make some opening statement in which he seemed to criticize half of world in an incredibly
round-about way. He also proclaimed that he was "on a mission
from another decade." From my
point of view, he was also on a
mission from another dimension.
Words cannot encapsulate the essence of Robyn Hitchcock. He must
be experienced.
Robyn's stories were as entertaining as his music, even if they
couldn't be comprehended. Maybe
Robyn needed to stay in that psy-

chiatric ward a little bit longer. His
longest monologue was by far his
best, even though I only remember
a fraction of it. It consisted ofthree
main things: a little man in a white
wedding dress and a tiara, an evil
villain named "Faaaam" and an
explanation of why Lydia Lunch
records don't sell well in mollusk
saturated areas. Robyn lost me after the mollusk reference.
Thankfully, his music never lost
me. For all of his crazy antics and
inexplicable behavior, Robyn remains a great musician deserving
ofthepress usually spent on far less
talented musical artists. He writes
intelligent and beautiful songs with
just a hint of his own personal
zaniness.
Comparing Robyn to any other
musician would be a waste of time.
Much like the VelvetUnderground,
Robyn has no contemporaries. Ever
since he started the band The Soft
Boys in 1976, Robyn has existed
and continues to exist in his own
musical sphere. Maybe that's why
he never gets the attention he so
rightfully deserves. But given
Robyn's mental state, he could
probably care less.
Highlights from his set included
the haunting "Madonna of the
Wasps" and "Devil's Coachmen"
off of Queen Elvis. He also played
"Beautiful Girl" off of Eye and a
song about a wind machine, a bus
and a hyena. (Don't ask me, I have

Liz Phair: Whip-Smart
Tea at the Old House Cafe
KUPS and the '80s revival.
And much more...

'vV

hen a desperate
student seeks
academic
assistance from her
middle-aged,
tenure-seeking
college professor,
mutual
miscommunication
leads to an
accusation of sexual
harassment. This
explosive play by
Pulitzer Prize-winning
playwrite David
Mamet features Jim
Frangione of the
New York cast!

L

no idea.)

_________

Robyn proved well worth the
venture into the heart of Ballard. I
mentioned it before, but it bears
repeating, Robyn must be experienced. He lives in his own world
and creates his own world through
his music. Everyone should take a
trip into Robyn-land at least once.
Even if it happens to be in Ballard.
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LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL UNION (LGBU)
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Union (LGBU) is a support
group for students and alumni who either identify
themselves as belonging to a sexual minority (gay,
lesbian, bisexual or transgendered) or who are questioning their sexual orientation.
The group meets weekly on campus for mutual support.

For more information about the group please contact:
Donn Marshall, Counseling Center 756-3372
Sheryl Miller, Residential Life 756-3317

Coming Next Week:

_

Sponsored by
Key Bank of Washington,
Special funding
provided by the
Ben B. Cheney Foundation.

Monday, October 24
Rialto Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Post-performance discussion
Tickets: $24, $18 (Discounts for groups of 10 or more)
$8 day-of-show student tickets
For tickets stop by the Broadway center Ticket Office,
901 Broadway,Tacoma. Mon. - Fri., 11:30 a.m. -530p.m.
Or call (206) 591-5894 or Ticketmaster.

MCA Records
College Marketing Representative
Paid Internship

MCA Records is looking for a music-minded individual to
represent our alternative and metal acts in the college marketplace. This individual should be very self motivated, dependable and work well with people. The pay for this position will be
$125.00 a week which includes reimbursement for gas and car
related expenses.
Interested individuals need to be currently enrolled in college,
own a car, be available during summer and possess in-depth
knowledge of college, metal and alternative music (related
experience with college radio, music, retail or local music scene
is helpful).
To apply for the position, forward the following items to MCA
Records:
•Cover letter explaining interest and qualifications for the
position
•Resume
CoIlege-oriented Market Profile for marketplace (identify retail,
clubs, radio, etc.)
•List of your 10 Desert Island discs (if you were ship-wrecked
and could only listen to 10 albums)
Items need to be faxed to Steve Sherr at (818) 777-5745 or
mailed to MCA Records, Attn. Steve Sherr, 70 University City
Plaza, Bldg. 508, 3rd floor, Universal City, CA 91608 no later
than Wednesday, October 19th.
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If there is a Greek Orthodox church in even the
smallest town, they are sure to have at least one
night of fun and frolic.
The festival, as I have
BY ThOMAS MAVROUDIS
come to know it, is the
OGINAL GREEK
largest money-maker
for the church every
where. But it is really more than that. There are
not many cultures that get the chance to express themselves and open up to the public like
my culture does. That is what is important. As
we say, we live to live. And to work with fib
dough.
I'm not used to working with filo dough.
In fact, I'm not used to working with any food
products except for the packing and moving of
hundreds of pounds of olives, feta cheese, pita
bread, lemons, grape leaves, oregano and spinach. I take that back. I was, at one time, the
Squid Prince of Denver, cleaning nearly 700 to
800 pounds of calamari yearly.
So is preparing baklava a promotion or
a demerit?. Considering the filo dough I was
given to work with, I'd say it was certainly a
demerit. All those with filo dough experience,
raise your trembling hands. I see.
Then you either do or do not know
To w
that to work with good fib, the kind
good
that is cool and slightly damp, is to
work with edible silk, and to work
work v
with bad filo is to work with (and it
silk, ar
is this bad) skin that one has pulled
from one's sunburned arms.
Wi h b'
Out of the five pans I was
work
expected to make, I finished nearly
two. I was close to tears and I wanted
that
to beat someone with the wasted
strips of floury mush. But ii was in pulled
the basement of a church. You unsunbu
derstand.
Something else I'm not used
to is working with people who speak primarily
English. I'm sure most of them speak Greek,
but they don't. Most of them don't even have
accents. The first time I worked with them they
asked why I was so quiet. I said it was because
I wasn't used to working with people I could
understand. They said, "Oh, those little ladies
work the morning shift." Lucky me;,little Greek
ladies are tough bosses.
I have a duty though. I must serve my
people. If they didn't have anything for me to
load into my truck and drive around Tacoma or
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The annual Greek Orthodox Church festival was held last

ink sacks to pluck, they had to have something
for me. Something besides preparing baklava.
I appeared one evening, when I was safe
from baklava production, for duty. The chore
for the night was boxing loaves of freshly baked
bread. Finally, something more in my field. A
plate of the bread sat at the main
table where the festival heads
rk with
were talking to a reporter from
the News Tribune. No one had
ilo is to
touched that bread. I had not
th edible eaten that night. That bread disI to work appeared somewhere, for when I
had finished putting soft, fragrant
I filo is to loaf after loaf into boxes and was
ready to sample some of the very
iith skin
same sustenance, the plate and
ne has
bread were gone. All they had to
m one's offer me was a slice of rejected
ouzo cake. Things were, how led arms. ever, getting better.
When I showed up, ill mind you,
on the, I suppose, tech day, I was first given the
honorable job of cleaning the cutting boards
the chickens were on. Easy night, I thought.
Boring too. So then I said, after the necessary
five minutes of scrubbing I performed on the
plastic boards, "What else can I do?" "Well,"
they said, "you could set up the tables and
chairs." That's right. If you were there, at St.
Nickolas' Greek Festival last weekend, I set up
the very chairs your pastry collecting bums
were in and the very tables you ate those pastries from.
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little better, I know tli
pronounce one or two
names, but beyond
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stocked with delicioi
how to verbalize my
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)d. Well, to qualify a
he food is great. I can
YTODD STARKWEATHEP,

CONTRJBU11NG EDITOR

d noises. It's a cruel
nt of the food booths
iorsels and not know
ires. I could attempt to
d inevitably fail, but I
Instead, I feebly utter
with one finger to the
This is far more effecspronouncing a name.
y talent. Fortunately,
.e moment can be forcurely in my hand for
untiful supply of food,
ne attending a Greek
Some of my friends

likened its taste ever so tactfully to dirt, but I tossing the glass over his shoulder with his
had a different opinion. Three words can sum mouth. I could not have done that with my
up the essence of Greek coffee: thick, burning MGD Light.
and amphetamine-like. They serve Greek cofAfter I finished my beer and the one
fee in particularly small portions; probably to gentleman disposed of his wine, the dancing
insure that no one flies off into caffeinedeluded group took to the stage and began to enchant
rages.
the crowd with their vibrant movements. Most
Their strategic plan at urnpeople today conceive of dancing
iting a person's Greek coffee inOne gentleman as a very individual act, where pertake seemed to work. No one in
sonal freedom takes precedence.
attendance was caught in a wild stole the show by Greek dancing must be a throw
fury of anger or lust. People ap- lifting a wine glass back to another time, another genpeared joyous, content and just
eration. It revolves around a unity
with
his
teeth,
plain happy. It might have been
and a central structure without losthe alcohol, but that'sjust a guess. drinking the wine, ing creative flavor. With their hands
Most people chose Greek beer for
locked on one another's shoulders,
and then tossing the dancers, all between the ages of
their beverage of choice. I, on the
other hand, made the ultra-wise
the glass over his 14 and 18, move rhythmically
decision of purchasing a Miller
around the stage and pound their
shoulder
with
his
Genuine Draft Light, in a can no
feet to the beat of the music, enticless, for two dollars. But I didn't let
ing the crowds to clap along. Every
mouth. I could
this upset my evening. I mingled
now and then, one dancer would
not have done
with friends as I munched on
break away from the group and 'I•
calamari (a Greek word I can pro- that with my MGD perform a solo dance with amazI
nounce) and waited for the big
ing agility and quickness. I could
Light.
festivities. For the dancing had yet
not have done that either, MGD
to come.
Light or not.
Before the scheduled dancing groups
Even if I couldn't perform the dances or
took center stage, some other members of the pronounce the names and was clueless about
Greek church did an impromptu dance to the Greek culture, I still found the Greek Festival
delight of those who had stayed in the over- worthy of a night of indulgence. Two points of
head tent. One particular gentleman stole the advice though; eat as much as either your walshow by lifting a wine glass from the ground let or your stomach allow you, and avoid the j
with his teeth, drinking the wine, and then MCD Light.

.
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Real Appeal} Natural Colour" Cosmetics

I

Aveda Natural Colour cosmetics, created from natural elements and

pure flower and plant essences. A purely uncomplicated approach to
beaut y . Visit our salon and experience the natural beauty of Aveda's classic
colours for eves, skin, cheeks and lips. Free of mineral oils. No artificial
fragrances. No animal resting or ingredients. Coexisting with nature.
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611 South Proctor, Tacoma WA 752-1519

Volleyball takes third at Western Oregon
BY SETh DONSKER
Sports Editor
The Logger volleyball team
rounded out what was probably the
toughest week of the season on a
positive note, finishing in third place
at the Western Oregon State tournament. The twenty team field, described as the best competition on
the west coast this season included
many teams that will participate in
Nationals later this year.
The Loggers swept through pool
play, winning all four matches while
dropping just a single game. They
defeated NCAA Division II Azusa
Pacific 15-4,1-15, 15-7beforecrushing Montana Tech(15-12, 15-5),
SouthernOregon(15-1 1,15-13), and
Northwest Nazarene(15-3) on Friday en route to Saturday's elimination round.
There, the Loggers opened up with
a three game victory over Pacific 1511, 11-15, 15-8. Next up for
UPS was Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conference rival Central Washington, whom the Loggers dispatched
7-15, 15-13, 15-7.
In the semi-fmals, the Loggers
faced a rematch with BYU-Hawaii,
winner of the two national titles before Puget Sound's last year, which

X-Country
Wins Big
BY NOAH MEGOWAN
Staff Writer
The Loggers ran roughshod over
one and all at the Pacific Lutheran
invitational winning both the men's
and women's trophies. Most of the
Logger's regional opponents were
on hand for the thorough trouncing
which left no one doubting the
strength of Coach Sam Ring's runners.
Leading the women's 5K race was
team captain Emily Keilman, whose
victory went unchallenged by the
rest of the field. Kellman led from
the outset and despite running alone
for most of the race kept up a blistering 5:47 permilepace on the gravely
hills of Fort Stellicoom.
Despite the change in course lay
out which left in all the old hills and
added some new ones, Kellman powered across the finish line in an amai
ing 17:58, setting the course record
and earning her the PNWAC (Pacific North West Athletic Conference) Runner-of-the-Week Award.
Finishing second for the Loggers
and second overall was Danita
Erikson-Parkhurst in a time of 18:23,
still ten seconds ahead of Tricia S atre
of Seattle University.
Also finishing ahead of the pack
were Logger standouts Andrea
Boitano ,Jennifer Bumingham, Sheri
Goodwin, and Beth Robins, placing
5th, 6th, 8th, and 9th respectively in
the field of 91 runners.
Following the women's race, the
Logger men toed the line for the start
of the men's 8K. The five mile course,
see X-COUNTRY page 14

had ended UPS's two year home
winning streak last Wednesday. In
that match, the Loggers took a 2-0
game lead only to lose three straight.
In the rematch, the Loggers faced a
similar fate losing 1-15, 3-15 to the
eventual tournament champions.
In the battle for third place, the
Loggers defeated host Western Oregon State 15-11, 15-10. The Loggers defeated Western Oregon twice
last year, once to earn a spot at Nationals and once in the quarterfinals
at Nationals. The already high tension for Saturday's match was intensified as a result of Western Oregon
altering the tournament brackets,
forcing the Loggers to have to play
BYU-Flawaii in the semis in stead of
themselves.
There were several otustanding
performances turned in by the Loggers at the tournament. Andrea Egans
finished the weekend with 69 kills,
42digs,and 13blocks. Wendy Weise
ended up with 40 kills, 54 digs, and
26 blocks. Senior Heidi Moritz had
51 kills, a team leading 61 digs, and
12blocks. Sarah Zeislerhad 24 kills
and 19 blocks. Janice Lwin had 12
blocks and dished out 183 assists.
Freshmen Lori himan and Vicky
Crooks also turned in outstanding
performances. Inman finished with
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Wendy Weise and Janice Lwin combine for the block against BYU-Hawaii. Weise is the team leader
in blocks with 81 on the season.

29 kills and 10 blocks, while Crooks
had 18 kills and 18 blocks. Crooks
also led the team with 8 solo blocks.
The Western Oregon Tournament
was the ending of a tough week for
the Loggers. It began with PNWAC

na
•

victories over Central Washington
and Western Washington, before the
non-league loss to BYU-Hawaii.
This week, the Loggers have a nelaiively light schedule with just one
match against Simon Fraser, which
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has yet to win a match in 13 tries.
The Loggers will then take a week
off before a difficult road trip to
Central Washington and league
leadenLewis Clark State on October
21-22.

'Uninspired' Loggers
crushed 32-6
BY SETh DONSKER
Sports Editor

i•.

;

After three consecutive weeks of
inspired play, the Logger defense
finally had a let down last Saturday.
Unfortunately, they were playing the
CFA's top rushing offense when it
happened, and the result was a huge
32-6victory for theWestemOregon
State Wolves.
Western Oregon scored early and
often, building a 16-0 halftime lead.
The Wolves were able to run at will
through the Logger defense. Playing without four defensive starters,
including Earl Fitzpatrick, Roland
Schendel, and CPA interceptions
leader Mike Lewis, the Loggers were
unable to containWestern Oregon's
freshman running back Josh Hood,
who finished with 172 yards on 34
carries. Hood also scored two touchdowns.
"We knew Western Oregon was a
very good football team, and they
certainly were the best we have
played so far," said head coach Gordon Elliott. "They came out fired
up, and we came out and just ran
through the motions. We're not the
kind of a team yet that can just go
through the motions and expect to
win a football game."
While the Wolves offense was
running on all cylinders, the Logger
offense was once again unable to get
anything going in the first half. Puget
Sound has yet to score in the first two
quarters of a game this year. For the
game, the Loggers finished withjust
75 yards rushing and 2 1 2yards passing. That 287 yards is well below

their season average, where the Loggers were gaining over 390 yards of
total offense going into the Westrern
Oregon game.
"We think it was a combination of
things that led to our performance,"
coach Elliott remarked. "We are not
as healthy as we have been, and we
were not as mentally prepared as we
had been. Our execution wasn't
bad, but we got behind offensively
and had to make changes in our
plans."
The change in game plan was obvious in the second half, where the
Loggers went with the hurry up offense out of the shotgun formation
for much of the second half. Relying
on the strength of quarterback Chris
Schlecht's arm, the Loggers scored
their only touchdown in the fourth
quarter, a 17 yard pass to Aaron
Foster.
Foster, a senior wide receiver finished the game with six catches for
62 yards and the only score and was
named the Flakey Jake's Football
Player of the Week for his performance. Fostenis theColumbia Football Association's leader in receptions with 32 for 218 yards, an average of 6.8 yards per catch.
After a 2-2 non-league start, a
huge success when compared to the
last few years, the Loggers hope to
get off on the right foot next Saturday when they host Simon Fraser
University in theMt. Rainier League
opener for both schools. Simon
Fraser comes in with a record of 1-3,
but their losses have come to Western Oregon by five points, PLU, the
see FOOTBALL page 14
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FOOTBALL from page 13
defending National Champions, by
7 points, and to Willamette who defeated PLU last week. Game time is
1:30pm at Baker Stadium.
Notes-The Logger defense should
be back to full strength against Simon
Fraser with the return of Lewis,
Schendel, and Fitzpatrick .... The Loggers offense is averaging 367 yards per
game, and quarterback Chris Schlecht
ranks third in the CFA in total offense
with 239 yards per game despite sitting out most of one contest with a
concussion .... Despite impressive yardage totals, the Logger offense is averaging just 17.5 points per game, while
the defense is givng up 223 PPG after
Saturday's loss.

X-COUNTRY from page 13
which begins over the same grueling
hills as the women's race, takes a
turn at three miles. Formost runners,
it is a turn for the worse. But the
Loggermen showed no sign of weakness as they climbed the half mile
hill, passing many a weary competitor on the way. The last descent and
the 800 meter sprint through the fields
to the finish at the lake was also a
great success as the Loggers overtook many fading opponents.
Great finishes assured the team a
shot at the title, but it was Greg Fox
and Ahman Dirks who guaranteed
the Logger's victory, scoring sev
enth and eighth. The top four Loggers all finished within 15 seconds
of one another, a sign of great teamwork and great fitness.
The Loggers will be on the road
next weekend with a race on Sunday
in Eugene, Oregon. The Oregon
Ducks will behosting theJeffDrenth
Invitational and the Loggers hope to
turn out some fast times against the
best the NCAA has to offer.

Another promising season in the water
begins this Saturday at Wallace Pool
'942 95 campaign begins with match-up of traditional powerhouses
Swimming '94-95 gets underway
this Saturday whentheLoggers play
host to Simon Fraser University at
noon in Wallace Pool. The traditional battle between the Loggers
and the Clan is one of the best in the
NAIA and this Saturday's meet could
be a preview of the National Meet in
March in San Antonio, Texas.
The Loggers competed against an
Alumni squad on October 1, but
Saturday's meet signals the start of
yet another exciting season of Logger swimming. Coach Chris Myhre
is in his first season as Director of
Swimming after four years with the
Loggers womens program. Lance
Trebilcock, a former Logger swimming standout has assumed the assistant coaching position.
The Loggers first semester schedule includes the Husky Relays on
November 4th at the Aquatic Center
in Federal Way as well as home
meets with British Columbia,
Alaska-Anchorage, the University
of Washington, and the Air Force
Academy. The outstanding home
schedule should provide swimming
fans with great excitement in the
upcoming season.
Top returners for the women include Michelle Parrish, Molly
Abraham, Sybil Hedrick, and Erica
Thieesen. The men return Greg
Kabacy and Marc Kincaid.
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Date
October
15
November
4
5
ii
12
17
18
19
30

i994-95 Swimming Schedule
Opponent
Place

Time

Simon Fraser University

HOME

Noon

flu kv Relays
Univ of British Columbia
Univ. A!aska-Anchorage(M)
Univ. of Washington
Central Washington Univ.
Whitworth College
Washington State Uni\.
Air Force Academy

Federal Way,WA
HOME
HOME
HOME
Fllenshurg, WA
Spokane, WA
Pullman WA
HOME

4:00pm
1:00pm
6:00pm
11:00am
5:00pm
5:00pm
1100am
6:00pm

Federal Way, WA

All Day

HOME
HOME
Salet.
,
OR
McMinnville, OR
Burnaby, BC

5OOpm
1:00pm
11:00am
600pm
1:00pm

HOME
EIlc'sburg, WA

1:00pm
All Da

San Antonio, TX

All D v

December
Husky invitational
24
January
Evergreen State College
6
Pacific Lutheran Univ.
7
Wiflan Uc University
21
Linficid college
21
Simon 1' aser Unjversity
28
February
Central Washington Univ.
4
10-12 JNWAC Invitational
March
NAIA Nad al,Cx hampionships
1-4
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63 BEERS ON DRAUGHT
PIZZA MANIA MONDO MANIA
TUESDAY

EVERY MONDAY

12"

3 ITEM PIZZA

$5900 4-TAX
5 PM - CLOSING
TO GO $ .25 EXTRA
NOT AVAIL EN DEEP DISR PIZZA

EVERY TUESDAY THE ALE
ROUSE WILL HAVE ALL
THE MICROBREWERY AND
IMPORTED DRAUGHT BEER
ON
MONDO
SPECiAL
PRICES FROM 7 PM
CLOSJNG.

YOU CAN WIN GREAT PRIZES
DURlliG

SEAHAWK SUNDAYS
AND

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
STARTS SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 18 TH

ORDER
ALL YOUR

PARTY KEGS
AT TIIEALE HOUSE
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Soccer: Men end 4-game losing streak;
Women remain unbeaten in PNWAC play
BYJAY ARTHUR
Staff Writer
The Puget Sound women's soccer
team continues to surprise the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference
with it's undefeated record, as the
Loggers crushed Evergreen State
College 6-1 on Wednesday and then
shutout Central Washington University 4-0 on Sunday.
Goalkeeper Jennifer Mark earned
the shutout with three saves against
the Wildcats, her second shutout of
the season. Scorers for the Loggers
included Jennifer Wedgle, Holly
Krejci, Lea Meyer, and Christi

Oamma

Ruppe. Amanda Olney had an assist
on Ruppe's score. All four goals
came in the second half.
The Loggers also had an easy time
against the Geoducks from Evergreen State. Four Loggers scored in
the 6-1 victory. Jennifer Wedgie
and Amanda Olney had two goals
each, and Christi Ruppe and Holly
Krejci each kicked in one. Ruppe,
Wedgle, and Krejci all had assists in
the game, as did Amy Brenner and
Adrienne Navarre.
Puget Sound improved its 1994
PNWAC record to 4-0-1, good for
the top spot in the league. The Log -

Pki

gers will try to clinch the top spot
this week when they take on Seattle
University on Saturday and Simon
Fraser on Suhday. The Loggers have
already beaten Seattle University
earlier this year at Baker Stadium
when the Chieftains were ranked
fifth in the country.
The Puget Sound men's soccer
team ended it's four game losing
streak on Wednesday, defeating
Central Washingotn 3-2 at Baker
Stadium. The victory came one week
after Central had beaten the Loggers
1-0 in Ellensburg. Puget Sound had
been winless since September 23.

-PRINC

beta

Loggers were again unable to hold
the lead as the Wildcats scored with
13 minutes remaining.
The Loggers pulled the game out
at the end, though, as Joe Campbell
scored the game-winner with just six
minutes left to play. Adam Johnson
earned the assist on the goal.
"Hopefully we've righted the ship
a little bit and can put ourselves in
position for aplayoff spot," said Olney.
The Loggers can help their cause
with a PNWAC game this week
against Western Washington before
travelling to Portland on Sunday for
a game against Portland State.
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Jason Alexander started the scoring inthe l3thminuteoffapassfrom
Andrew Walls to give the Loggers a
1-0 lead. Central Washington tied
the score four minutes later, and the
score remained 1-1 at the half.
"We talked about continuing to
play hard," said head coach Reece
Olney of the halftime discussion. "If
we did that, then things would go our
way and we would be in position to
win."
The Loggers took a 2-1 lead in the
second half as the Central Washington goalkeeper inadvertently put the
ball in his own net. However, the
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
1 O.TIIIY MI(,II'I' GIVE YOIJ MONEY WIl ILl
'I'IIEY'IIE hERE.
9. YOU'LL hEAR 110W MIN1I YOUR
BROTHERS ilNi) SISTERS REitLIN MISS

a.

You.

8 MAYBF '1111 Y'II LEAVE 'liii CAR WITH
YOIJ.
.

S

'I'IiEY'LL TAKE YOU AND YOIJR FRIENDS
OIJ'i' FOR DINNER Al' GRAZIES.

6. YOu'LL GE'i' 'I'O IN'I'ROI)UCE 'I'IiEM '10
YOUR NEW ROYFIUEND/(;IRLFRIENI).
5. SIIOI'PING! SIIOI'PING! ShOPPING!
4. 'I'IiEY'LL GE'i' '10 SEE THE LOGGERS
WIN 'I'IIE FOOTBALL ChAMPIONS II IP
OF 'I'IIl IJNIVERSE!
:i. 'i'IiEY'LL .JIJS'I' hAfl'E 'liii NEW S'FiIII{
MAS'I'ERS IN 'I'IIE FITNESS CEN'I'ER.
2. FALL PARENTS 1)AY IS SA'i'URl)AY,
OC'i'OIIER 29.
I. 'I'ACO PIE AT 'I'IIE SIJB
'NUFF SAIl).
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an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $ioo each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $138,209* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $203 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
-

service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.5 million people in education and

research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your

side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it

. . .

Cal! Fiodie Vandevert x1324 for more information.
ns,utnt,,q

an Interest

rare of 010 erroIrra to I 1111 Iteurement iinrIuhtIes. low rate s lue950tety to show the power and effect of compowzdmg. Lower or higher rates would
pr,Id,,Ir,rry differrotreult. CItEd rert,fwatts are distr4uted by TIAA-CREF ladiriolual and Institutional Serriee.
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University's attitude turns
students into children again
BY KATHARINE DVORAK
& JENNIFER WONG
Contributing Editors
If you thought you had left behind
all of those rules and regulations that
treated you as irresponsible and unable to think for yourself, think again.
As a result of the proposed housing ordinance that would limit the
number of unrelated people living in
a single-family dwelling in Tacoma,
the University, instead of taking a
formal public stand for or against the
ordinance, chose to respond in a
different way.
Meet Mom.
Her name is synonymous with the
second floor of the Student Union
Building and the first floor of Jones.
In other words, the University is
turning parental, issuing guidelines
for off-campus student behavior.
Dean of Students Judith Kay proposed several tips on how to be a
"good neighbor," which included
introducing yourself to your neighbors and informing them whenyou're
going to have a party. Kay also
suggested telling neighbors to con-

The University and ASUPS' handling of this matter is insulting and
demeaning to all those students who
are perfectly capable of interacting
peaceably with theirneighbors, without parental supervision or University guidance.

The University and
ASUPS' handling of
this matter is insulting
and demeaning to all
those students who
are perfectly capable of
interacting peaceably
with their neighbors.
In addition, the University's attitude places students in a dependent
position: endorsing the belief that
they must always look to "adults" to
help them solve theirproblems. This
attitude also makes the University
act as a buffer for any mistakes offcampus students may make.
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tact you first with complaints and
then the Tacoma Police Dept., but
NOT the University, for the University does not have authority over
complaints about students living off
campus.
However, ASUPS, in its plans to
promote better student-neighbor relations, suggested establishing a
"conflict resolution team" that would
be comprised of four community
residents, two students and one university representative to focus on
mediation between arearesidents and
their student neighbors.
Two questions:
What could the University accomplish through mediation team
meetings if it truly does not have
power over off-campus students?
Aren't students capable of establishing their own "good neighbor" relations as responsible members of the community?

,O4,'kIPl7-

Surely there is nothing more demeaning than having an ASUPS representative or university official
come up to you and reprimand your
off-campus behavior. Legally this
would not be able to occur, which
renders the proposed "mediation
team" useless.
Once students move off campus,
they aremembers of the community,
not children needing supervision.
They are no longer in the confines of
university regulations, and should
respect the fact that they are adults,
which most of them do. Infact, most
students act responsibly and courteously toward their neighbors, as
many landlords and residents testified at the Ri alto Theater public hearing on October 3.
If students have loud parties, it is
due to the fact that they want to have
parties, not that they are students.
"Student" does not necessarily im-
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Campus filled with
riot-prone tension
Our campus used to be a lot more exciting. It's been over a year since
students staged a protest rally on campus. And while the recent housing
ordinance forum in Kilworth was a show ofcampus unity, it was nothing
compared to the bile-rousing displays of student outrage of semesters
past.
This editorial serves as a warning. The Trail stafffears the campus is
holding too much inside. The complacent, blank stares and idle banter
every afternoon and the trance like fascination with hackey sacks and
cigarettes on the lawn outside the SUB, and the apparent stoic
concentration on books in the study carrels surely cannot be a sign of
apathy! Weseethewarning signs;
pressure
is building behind the
•C://° I
damand,soon,thedamwillbreak
and our sedate campus will be
inundated by a flood of student
i
protests.
Here are but a few of the frightening scenarios we foresee:
Afraid ofincurring the wrath ofnorth-end neighbors by attending offcampus parties a radical RHA splinter group decides to challenge the
university's alcohol policy and stages an all-residence hall kegger in
Todd quadrangle. Greek organizations attend in mass knowing the
impromptu party poses no threat to their housing arrangements and that
strength is in numbers.
An overwhelmed Security Services task force responding to the
debauchery is repelled by salvos of empty beer cans, handfuls of mud,
and a phalanx ofbrave female revolutionaries with mace. Tacoma Police
respond and end up shooting four
inebriated juniors after tear gas
fails. Seattle news crews visit
campus once more and the event
even rates a feature in Rolling

e d 'toria.
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UW have to walk
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Scenario two: "the Tacoma
slumber party." We imagine this
riot starting when a Habitat for
Humanity camper decides to haul
i -i;,-i'
LI UI I LL1L1i I
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her university issue mattress to
the annual SUB shanty town.
aiuy
Sparks from a Plant Department
gas powered trimmer-edger igvo11
nite the pinstriped cotton fabric.
Mistaking this accident for a po"
litical statement, Rotunda diners
rush home to fetch their own mattresses and light them on fire. Soon, half of the on-campus population
is chanting: "What do we want? Futons! When do we want them?
Now!" by an enormous mattress bon-fire.
Scenario three: fearing their new Birkenstocks will wear out too
soon, protestors organize a Jones Hall sit in, waving their corky
imported sandals defiantly. They demand a shuttle tram to help them
traverse the vast distance between the SUB and Thompson Hall. This
time organizers have the foresight to bring a megaphone which is
passed from protestor to protestor so they can make heartfelt appeals
such as: "I know students at schools like the UW have to walk much
further than we do, but I didn't buy these shoes at Volume you
know! ... and what's up with that nasty gravel this year anyway?"
Unless ASUPS or the administration does something to alleviate
tensions we feel these kinds of uprisings are inevitable. While formulating our predictions, however, we realized that we need never fear
uprisings over some issues. Expect no organized dissent over tenure
decisions, the lack of cultural diversity among the faculty, tuition hikes
and textbook prices.

these s oes at
urne you

ply "party," nor does "party" necessarily imply "student."
Case in point: fifteen students
live in our apartment building. We
never hear a peep out of them other
than the occasional strains of a Tori
Amos song.
Across the street is the 6th Avenue Baptist church. Its members
spend all hours of the day and night
loitering on the church front steps,
smoking cigarettes and making a
hell of a lot of noise. In addition,
they wake us early every Sunday
morning with loud, enthusiastic
praise songs. The 6th Avenue Baptist church are "bad neighbors." The

UPS mediation team would have no
power over them. Therefore, why
should it have power over us, individuals in the community just as
they are, who happen to attend UPS?
In the classroom, students are encouraged to think and behave as independent, critical adults. Student
government and University policy,
however, treat students as immature
children. Would a state school adopt
such a parental attitude?
We respect ASS'efforts to promote responsible off-campus behavior, but their methods are inconsistent and ineffective, not to mention
demeaning and unjust.
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lb spit, of'notto spit? Women protest male machismo
JEN WONG ANDJAMIE BlACK
ni g Editor and Angry
Roommate

Lo(1

The date: Friday, October 7. The
time: 11:53a.m. Theplace: the walkway between the SUB and Jones
Circle. The crime: one large, green
bogy conspicuously exits a male's
mouth and lands in the grass approximately three inches from the
cement. The perpetrator: a familiar
face on the UPS campus. Witnesses:
everyone going to theirnoon classes
from the SUB.
We will ignore the fact that the
male committed this random act of
spitting in full view of students, faculty, and whatever guests might have

letter
k the
editor
KUPS responds
To the Editor
After two weeks of public interaction between two KUPS Disc
Jockeys (W. Michael Storer, though
he did not note this fact, is an Alternative-format Di), I respond on behalf of the station.
In reference to the initial letter
from Mr. Storer, I ask that if listeners have complaints about KUPS
programming, they should call my
office; just as one addresses problems about employees to their employers, so too with DJ's and Station management. Basically, bring
the problem to the attention of those
capable of effecting a solution.
Apparently, Mr. Storer had aproblem with the creative approach the
on-air announcer applied to his format. Rather than bringing it to the
attention of the management, he
chose to confront the DJ by phone
during the show.
Readers should know that DJ's
operate under considerable timeconstraints: album cuts are constantly in need of cueing, the DJ
must prepare for on-air announcements, paperwork must be filled out.
One does not require a leap of logic
to understand that when a DJ takes a
phone call, he or she is under considerable pressure to make it as brief
as possible. A drawn-out debate via
telephone over the nature of a DJ's

been visiting the campus. Instead,
we will focus on the revolting nature
of the spit involved.
It was huge. It was bright lime
green, though possibly it changed
colors before hitting the ground. It
had a life of its own. It hovered in the
air, clinging to the lips from which it
was spewed.
Words are insufficient to describe
the nauseous feelings that arose in
the pits of our stomachs after being
forced to watch this little performance.
Needless to say, this vile ball of
phlegm greatly impressed the other
six or seven males at the scene of the
crime. But we were left with a few
deeper questions:

How do you spell "bogy" and
"hock"? They aren't in the dictionary.
What is that disgusting noise
rising from the depths within prior to
each bogy hocked?
Is this acceptable public behavior?
Would the girlfriend of the
perpetrator have broken up with him
after watching this disgusting display of skill? Does he even have a
girlfriend?
Why don't womenhock bogies
in public?
Okay, okay, we admit that women
need to spit too. But this bogy business just goes too far. Take the following example:

in a recent car ride, a male friend
of ours made "that noise" for a time
of about 15 seconds, then proceeded
to roll down the window and hock.
He looked impressed by the distance
the bogy flew, but we weren't. We
were shocked and sickened by the
whole spectacle.
Jamie: Excuse me, but that was
disgusting.
Jen: In my car, there will be no
behavior of that kind.
Male: Why not?
Jamie: Not only do we not like to
listen to you summon your phlegm,
but we don't like to contaminate the
environment with your spit.
Jen: What if I were wearing
Birkenstocks, and had to walk

through your bodily fluids? Then I'd
track it into the apartment, and it
would be completely unsanitary.
Male: Huh? (Long pause.) Spitting is totally acceptable behavior.
Jamie: If you have to spit, use a
Kleenex. Don't make us book at it.
(Big fight ensues. Male gets
thrown out of car.)

We view spitting as an issue of
common courtesy, kind of like table
manners: if you feel you need to do
something disgusting, leave the
room. This goes for all gross bodily
functions. The fact that not everyone
will hock bogies in public shows
that it is not acceptable public behavior.
You can spit, just not in our car.

Eisenhower I I for presiden t?

on-air style disrupts the DJ's performance.
When Mr. Storer's complaint fiBY MICHAEL GOTFHOW
nally came to my attention in the
Staff Writer
Trail, I set an investigation in motion. What Mr. Preston and his music
Who will lead our nation into the
director (who was with him at the
next century?
time of the call) told us countered
President Clinton, though the best
Mr. Storer's allegations, as did the
choice in 1992, will likely not win
multiple other sources we contacted;
the next election if heruns. In 1996
essentially, the evidence indicates the focus will be on the republicans,
that no threat was ever delivered onnot the democrats, for the next resiair. Admittedly, the exchange of dent of the White House. The leadwords over the phone was heated, ers in the GOP are a mix of interestbut I am comfortable that the on-air ing politicians and figures. People
demeanor of the DJ wainot inappro- like Bob Dole, senator from Kansas,
priate. Whether or not his delivery is
who has pursued the oval office beeffective is another question altofore, Dan Quayle, every comedians'
gether; such a question should refavorite, and General Cohn Powell,
main an issue between the Station former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
and the DJ exclusively.
are all possible candidates.
Apparently, Mr. Storer wished to
Clinton is a president of ideas and
criticize the on-air DJ. To do so, he dreams in a political atmosphere of
presented the issue through a public back stabbing and vote-hungry senamedia for all to dissect.
tors and representatives. So far, he
With that, I come full circle and has been unsuccessful in passing a
repeat: If a listener has a complaint
single significant plank in his camabout KUPS programming, please paign platform through congress.
call me at the station: My phone Rather than focusing on creating and
number is x3288.
passing laws, the congress and the
Regarding KUPS programming, media (the modem-day fourth branch
the Station Staff is striving to im- of government) have chosen to inprove both this and the station in flame controversial issues that in
general (space, organizational, and
reality have hadlittle to do with what
policy issues have all been recent this country needs. It is difficult to
focuses for us). Our new announcers understand why politicians have had
are involved in a unique instructional such a problem with the strong perprogram and their shows are improv- sonality of out first lady or why they
ing weekly; on-air delivery is the had trouble with homosexuals wantprimary focus of this instruction. ing to serve their country in the miliHopefully, complaints like Mr. taly. Health-care was an idea that
Storer's will not need to be made in had merit, but it was only and idea,
the future. We are working to return congress has so far failed in their job
KUPS to its rightful place as an ef - of working out the actual legislation.
fective student media.
Clinton, admittedly weekon foreign
Sincerely,
policy, has also faced a myriad of
Matthew Phinney
problems around the world that were
General Manager, KUPS
not his making, such as Somalia,

Bosnia, North Korea, and most recentlyHaiti. Theseprobbems and the
fact that Clinton did not win a mandate in 1992 will probably mean his
defeat in 1996.
The Republican future is very interesting. Bob Dole, Senate Minority Leader, has made his politics of
bate not politics of legislating, but
rather politics of opposition. The
night that Clinton was elected Dole
stated that over the next fouryears he
would oppose everything the new
president presented. He has fulfilled
his commitment. This country would
be in an interesting position if he was
elected president. In all of his posturing Dole has not found an alternative solution for the things he has
opposed. He would be a president of
great rhetoric but of little substance.
Others in therepubbicanparty cannot
even talk a good game.
President Bush's great VP has often stated that he would bike to run in
thenext election—He said that would
be in 1994 but all knew he meant
1996. The four years of his vicepresidency were unparalleled in political comedy. He was so easy to
laugh at, which is exactly what will
happen if he is elected presidentthe world will laugh at us. A Quayle
presidency would be like having a
two-year old who smokes drive a
gasoline truck through a very dry
forest. The things that could go wrong
are to scary to contemplate. It is not
only that there are better options for
the GOP, Quaybe is the worst possible choice for either party.
Another major figure for the republicans is retired General Cohn
Powell. As Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs during Iraq and a member of
the recent mission to Haiti, Powell

has shown his prowess in foreign
affairs. A thoroughly adept mediator and administrator like Powell
would definitely be good for the
country. The problems with Powell
are that he has not held a single
elected post and he is very discreat
about his political views. He would
be an unknown entering the White
House, but the last similar candidate, Eisenhower, was rather successful. Powell has shown a tendency towards bi-partisanship in recent dealings and while on the Joint
Chiefs. While this is encouraging it
leaves a lot of questions about the
rest of his politics. It will also be
interesting to see whether the Repubbicans, with their history, will be
willing to nominate an AfricanAmerican to the top job. Powell's
race should have nothing to do with
his campaign, the GOP has not always been known as tolerant.
Along with a few other minor figures, these three men will most likely
be the body of the Republican primaries. Now the question to be
asked is: are any of them good enough
to lead the nation? More than anything, this country needs a strong
figure as president to bring us to the
twenty-first-century. Petty politics
and party-lines aside the nation needs
a time of healing in the political
infrastructure. A recuperation that
can be best achieved by a strong
personality who can work with both
parties and is devoid of scandal, along
with visionary skills to solve the
many social and world problems that
face our future. Whoever may end
up on the ballot—Vote intelligently.
The only way we can take control of
our future is by choosing those who
help us shape it.

"The Simpsons, because
I met Matt Groening and
he's a coo/guy."

"Starb/azers, because it
has a spiffy theme song
and a wave-motion gun."

"X-Men, because I was
an avid col/ector of
comic books."

—Gavin Tierney, sophmore

—Matt Rorabaugh, frosh

—D.J, junior

question
'A.

NVEEK
What was your
favorite cartoon
when you were
young?

"Tiny Tunes, because of
the theme song."
—Lara Wepprecht, frosh
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Immortalmity comes to the oon
BY SUNDOWN STAUFFER
Staff Writer
About twenty-five years ago, the
United States put aman on the moon.
Since then, the administration has
changed. Back then the endeavor
was thought of as,"The (3reat Race."
The opponent was the highly visible, not easily defmable, threat of
communism. I suppose that by choosing the word threat, to use that word
in place of a more ambiguous term,
and to not enclose it within quote
marks, I've politicizedthis argument
one direction already. So be it. Like
I said, the administration has
changed.
MISSILE COMMAND
GENERATION

By the time most people my age
were growing up, the perceived danger of the communist bloc, focused
culturally through Reagan's
colorizations of the "Evil Empire,"
were already obsolete fictions. That
isn't to say that the ambient tensions
of the cold war weren't extant, but in
the aggregate experience, it was so
much television. That is to say, it
was real to a certain extent, but char acterized by an ordered hierarchy of
distanced and potential realities. To
the great majority of us, politics was

one more virtual reality that we could
enter into as soon as a few requisite
foundations of knowledge had been
attained. The implications of the cold
war were, however, far more present
in every day life than the specifics of
its theaters of activity. While the
congressional front waged its battles
in the fields of arms spending, trade
sanctions, andparanoia politics, what
trickled down in flood proportions
was the metaphysical weight of
nuclear annihilation. It was metaphysical in that it spelled out an
absolutely binary code of life in the
present jumble or total nonexistence,
a dialectic which generated most of
the contemporary legends and symbols manipulated in our day. The
presence of that absolute nihilism is,
I believe, the prominent effective
substructure of the psychological
topography of my youth.
LEGOMOTIF

But that genealogy may be too far
afield. There are many ways to trace
the pattern back to the event, and to
attempt to link the instability of the
pattern to a fissure in the event may
be placing cause after effect. There
are too many ways to reconstruct the
rubble; the engine of the day's history is set on sui-generis overdrive;
it all mutates too fast to be captured
beneath this lens.
THE MACHINE

What I mean to say is that the
popular perceptions of the major
communist powers had changed, although strains of McCarthyist
thought had visible descendents in
the public policy of the Reagan administration. Most of the leftist activity of the 80s doesn't stray too far

from a respondent Marxism which
was its true political root. I see it as
more of an economic scene than
anything else. I see that in the apotheosis of the corporations to the
level of global politics. Although
most critical scholarly study of the
corporations doesn't begin until the
mid-to-late 60s, when I observe the
role of the technological industries
since their origins in the cartels of
the early chemical and steel industries, I have to wonder when their
influence on politics really begins.
The same corporate presence that
spurred literary and social history
revolutions such as William Gibson's
Neuromanc2r or Mike Davis' City
of Quartz was a primary developer
of the space programs. Werner von
Braun, the National Socialist engineer of Germany's rocket program,
was among the scientists recruited
by the U.S. for its post-war technological efforts. Walter Domberger,
an engineer who oversaw the development of the V-2 rocket, eventually came to be an executive at Bell
Helicopter, most widely known for
its UJI series orHueys, which played
such a vital role in the U.S. police
actions in Korea and Vietnam. Von
Braun and Domberger were only
two of many Nazi scientists brought
back from the "enemy" who came to
head up American weapons programs, to sit on the chief executive
boards of the industries, to advise
the powerful. The Russians were
doing it too. The struggles of nationstates since World War II can be
viewed as a front for the activities of
the real powers which are the corporations. This does not negate politi-

Don't fence me in with labels
BY DAVE KUPFERMAN
Staff Writer
Q: How does a nation achieve
homogeneity?
A: By segregating everyone and
everything into specific groups demanding that they deserve rights
pertaining only to them.
Of course that answer is totally
absurd, and defeats the entire purpose of "We the people." But that is
exactly what this country is doing to
itself. We have adopted a program of
voluntary segregation, wherein everybody is special because of something, and if we all don't recognize
that quality, we are morally corrupt
and should be shunned.
We have successfully divided our selves into race, gender, religion,
ethnicity, disability and class. I am
constantly bombarded by non-mainstream groups ordering me to be
sensitive to them, to look at them as
special. That's bullshit. I don't give
a damn if you're black, white, red,
yellow, green or whatever. I don't
care if you're gay, straight, bi,
transgender or if you like being affectionate to small woodland creatures. Jew, Christian, Muslim, Zoroastrian, I don't care!! To me you are
a person, and I will treat you as such.
The problem is, unfortunately, that
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people keep taking everything so
damn personally. I am not a white,
oppressive (redundant, I know, but
necessary for accurate description),
European, sexist, homophobic, racist, upper-middle class, chauvinistic
male. I amDave. That's it. JustDave.
I have plenty of friends. Some are
black, some are white, some blue,
some green. I have Christian friends
and heathen friends. I know some
gays, I know some straights. But to
me they're my friends. I don't look
at one of them and think, "Well,
since he's a member of the Japanese
people, andpractices Buddhism, and
prefers sex with men, I must look at
him as such, remembering to be sensitive and understanding to his way
of life, and must therefore treat him
as a label, and not as my friend."
What kind of screwed up thinking is
this?
It's called Political Correctness.
No longer are people seen as people
for who they really are; now we are
all labels, falling neatly into categories. To those subscribing to this
way of thinking I say: Get Over It.
You are who you are. I don't care
who or what you have sex with. And
you know what, I don't want you to
tell me. You can't change it and
neither can I. Let's get on with our
lives.
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I'm German. I'miewish. I'mmale.
I, unlike some others in this society,
came to grips with who I am a long
time ago. I'm proud of who I am.
You should be proud of your heritage as well. But just because I have
German friends doesn't make me
any better than someone of Irish
heritage. And I am not going to shove
Germany down your throat.
Many people don't like that attitude, and thus there has been spawned
a new breed of rights: special rights.
These include (but are certainly not
limited to) gay rights, civil rights,
animal rights, abortion rights, fetal
rights and women's rights. There is
absolutely no need for all this. All
we need are people rights, rights that
look at me and you as people, not as
a color, religion or gender.
Of course, people rights will be
impossible to enforce because there
are those who will always be racist
and bigoted, who separate, dehumanize and label everybody else.
These people need a kick in the ass.
So let's look a each other as Jim,
Sue, Nancy, A dy; not black, white,
Jew, Buddhis ,gay straight or anything else. We're peorle. Let's act
like it. Because bele'e me, if this
way of thinking makes me a minority, I won't hesitate to sue everybody
who disagrees with me.

cal activity; rather, politics is a collective ofthevisible activity affected
by corporate interests, a projection
in human terms of their power structures. What is ideology then, but
mere television?
IMAGES OF LOVE LIKE
ENDLESS CHEMICAL
CHAINS

The answer is reflexive. Television was the means so many people
used to watch the event as it cleared
the horizon: the claiming of the
moon. For the television industry it
was a first rate spectacle; it was the
commodification of an image and an
event, always a magical process. It
is said that one fifth of the earth's
population was watching as Americans took the moon that fateful day
of 23 July 1969. While the masses
watched in tension for men's lives,
the moon, in all her ancient grace,
was made a bride of her grooms
dressed all in white. How many
people knew what was really going
on behind this greatest of all soap
operas?
LIFE, LOVE & HAPPINESS
William Breuer wrote in Race to
the Moon,

"Once President Nixon signed off
and turned his focus back to the
bloody war raging in South Vietnam, Armstrong and Aldrin set up
an American flag and implanted a
plaque that would proclaim to future
lunar tourists:
HERE MEN FROM THE
PLANET EARTH
FIRST SET FOOT UPON
THE MOON
JULY 1969, A. D.
WE CAME IN PEACE FOR
ALL MANKIND"

The signatures of the astronauts
follow, as does Richard Nixon's.
That is one of his claims to immortality, but that is only secondary to
the significance of the landing for

the corporate world, the next higher
evolution of man. Nixon's signature, and that last line, a lie thrown to
the masses as a master throws its dog
a bone, were only throwbacks left
behind as meaningless reference
points. As Breuer points out, they
are tourist attractions. He continues,
"Now the two moon men climbed
into the ascent stage of the Eagle to
return to Columbia. They removed
their boots and cumbersome backpacks (which had sustained their life
on the lunar surface), opened the
hatch and pitched out those items."
The empty suits and vessels of the
wedding celebration were left on the
threshold of the bridal chamber. The
men, their seed implanted, the message transmitted, were thrown down
into the spider's jaws of the gravity
well, where they were digested in
their public fame. The moon is obsolete now. Other objectives await the
dawning century, and the old moonmysticism is so much decrepit fin de
siecle regalia.
TWO BITS WILL GET YOU
THREE LIVES

Friends, all I can say is this:
DON'T BE FOOLED. The humanitarian idealism of NASA is a great
show, but there is always more to the
story. Von Braun was one of the
chief engineers in America's early
intercontinental ballistic missile program. He contributed so much to the
weight of the cold war's paranoia.
As great a man as he was. All situations have been reversed. The new
century has cleansed its palate. How
will you reassess the dangers, the
opportunities that await you? Or will
you sink below, to the level of those
masses, happy in their "indifferent
century," as Hardy called his dead
conversationalists looking upon the
works of their unseen future. It lies
before you, radiant and smelling of
ozone.

The Traifs Politician
of the Week is...

Chfisfine Todd
Whitman
Republican Governor of New Jersey
Since her stunning defeat of Democratic incumbent Governor
Jim Florio last year, Whitman has become a model Republican
and has even been mentioned as apossible candidate for the VicePresidential nomination in 1996. Republican cadidates, including
New York gubernatorial candidate George E. Pataki, constantly
invoke her name along the campaign trail. "What Christie is
doing is what we should all be doing," said Pataki last month.
Whitman Republicanism consists of a philosophy rooted in a
prosperous suburbia: lower taxes, smaller government and
business-friendly politics. She combines these elements with a
more leftist approach to social issues. Her views on abortion, gay
rights and school prayer sound more Democratic than Republican.
(compiled from the New York Times)
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18 difNishikawa transforms
Actor- poet
stereotype hat the
characters
intry to
branded all Asian-Americans
Pryor."
Nishikawa as "Japanese

Friday, ctober 28th
8pm in the Rotunda
Tickets available

Center

THE PR OFFICE'S SICK THOUGHT(S) FOR THE DAY
Mary had an extra limb,
Its fleece was white as snow.
And everywhere that Mary went,
People thought it was a lamb.

Eeny Meeny Miney Moe
Catch a tiger by his toe.
When he eats you,
Then you'll know,
That you're stupid and you're slow.
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Yahtzee squad rolls to victory over Kamloops
BY MERRILL STUBBING
Sports Skpper

The Puget Sound Yahtzee team
soundly defeated Karnloops Barber
College last Saturday by a combined
score of 2717-2488. Despite the
absence of three key players, the
Logrollers improved their league
record to 7-1, keeping them in second place behind still-undefeated
Port Angeles Community College.
"Yeah, wemissed [freshman Saul]
Yuban and [junior All-American
Alicia] Monet," said coach Talon
Marquardt. "Who knew they were
followers of the mysterious Order of
the Solar Temple? That they would
leave this Earth to find a new dimension of truth and absolution?"
The third missing player, senior
Juan Crocier, could not play because
of an inadvertently melted shaker
cup. "It was my favorite one," reported Crocier. "A Ralph Sampson
supersize cup I got from McDonalds
back in '85. Akeem and Ralph—the
Twin Towers of Houston. Now all I

have are the bittersweet memories.
Oh, Ralph Sampson dice shaker,
Country Time Lemonade container,
weevil and arachnid winter home,
how could I have been so inattentive? You broiled in a diminutive
toaster oven while I slept through
the Maury Povich Show!"
The trio of replacements threw the
five dice like lightly seasoned veterans. One of them, namely Paul
"Panasonic" Jones, tossed an individual high score of 424.
"There's no way to explain it,"
said Jones. "It's a rare night that
someone scores 424. Five Yahtzees
in one game—wow, I amaze myself
sometimes. I didn't even get my
bonus. Imagine that."
The most exciting moment of the
match happened during the ninth
game between Kamloops star Robert "Bones" Burrell and Puget
Sound's freshman sensation Cleveland Berkowitz.
"He [Burrell] fmished off nailing
a large straight, soT thought, 'game
over," said Berkowitz. Down 53

points with only S's remaining,
Berkowitz knew he had to produce.
"When I rolled that 1-2-2-4-6 combination on my first try, I was pretty
ticked off. [Teammate Anne]
Hammond came over and whispered
in my year, 'If you don't get these
5's, Berkowitz, I will personally skin
your hide with a steak knife.' I guess
that did the trick." On his next roll,
Berkowitz landed four 5's, sending
the Howarth 101 crowd into uproarious applause. Among the dozen in
attendance was English Professor
Tim Daschund, who was collecting
material for a new book tentatively
titled, "Dice Games after the Cold
War: The Yahtzee Experience."
Next week, the Logrollers travel
south to Beaverton, Oregon, to take
on the Beaverton VFW Post #112,
winners of lastyear's NAIA Yahtzee
National Championship. "They're a
tough bunch,"said Coach Marquardt.
"Our kids suck it up and play great
Yahtzee, though, whenpitted against
those old, cranky Korean War line
cooks."

I've got a
hamster
named Bobby!

5uccess 5tor(es
(n Chast(tg
Compite b,, 'Dean of 5tuenc5 fuith I(qht
5ea.n 'Robinson. sophomore from 'Vancouver, 'WA: 'Jast
eear .&ias tff icult. I must amit. The basement of-HarrInton
as a veritable mahoU5e. I cant rememier a ni,ht I
et waste on 5rrohs an fall Into be with the hone,ys. 'E'ut
me tabblin,s in prom iscuiçy an tian ton ?runkenness cau,f ht
up with me just before 5pring finals. I performe? miserabl.y
on them (three A minuses an a ' D in Calculus). so ipromIse
m,yselfa,year of chastiçy. 'Well, its been five months since
me Last nonautoeroricizeb orgasm, an I feel like a new man.

£ucLna 'Walsh, junior from 'T'onopak. 'N'V: 1 have no
qualms about being raIse Catholic. .Mom an ~ at ?,on't ask.
an? I ont tell. Its a perfect s,ystem. reall,y. Chastiçy, for
me, has come as ease as riUng a bicëcle. Oh. an I've ha? m,y
share of bo,qfrients. too. .Most college stuents aren't hip to
the cornucopia of alternative methos. but growing up
Catholic practieal@ requires a moicum of hipness. .M,y
favorite? 9vtutual cucumber arousal.
'

'Vernon tfluefj5neIer, senior from 'Rapib Cite. 5'0: "51m pIe
problems present simple solutions. I vc.las recent!,y accepte'
to .-Harvar 1Iat&7, so keepin,j pure an chaste w'on'C be a
problem. I shoul also mention I eat tots of peanut butter.'
'

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has been set off from the
Resemblances to any person, place, or lighthearted demon without
rest of th
satirical intent are strictly coincidental.
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thenliail: This dud's for you

